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THE EFFECTS OF RAPID COOLING UPON METALS AND ALLOYS. 
General Introduction. 
It is of great importance to the engineer to be as fully 
acquainted as possible with the mechanical properties of the metals 
an alloys which he employs. Many series of experiments have been 
carried out by various observers with the object of determining the 
manner in which the mechanical properties of an alloy vary with its 
composition and with its previous history, but no general principles 
have been deduced from these scattered observations. During a 
preliminary study of the available data, the writer strongly felt the 
necessity of knowing the constitution and structural arrangement of 
the various alloys of which the mechanical properties had been 
determined. Many observations of the structure of metals and alloys 
subjected to various thermal and mechanical treatments have been made, 
out the results of these leave several difficulties unsolved. 
Accordingly the present investigation of the effect of rapid cooling 
was undertaken. 
The physical properties of a metal which has solidified quickly 
may differ greatly from those of the same metal allowed to crystallite 
slowly. The difference in properties produced by varying the rate of 
cooling is accompanied by variation in the structure of the metal, 
that is, in the size and shape of the crystal aggregates or grains. 
In alloys, still greater relative change in properties may be caused 
by varying the rate of cooling, and the change in structure is not 
necessarily confined to the size and shape of the grains, but the 
manner of distribution of the grains, and even the proximate consti- 
tution of the mixture may be more or less completely altered. The 
exact connection between change of structure and change of properties 
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cannot be exactly specifiei at present, but in general an alteration 
of constitution is more important than one of crystal size. 
It had seemed likely to the writer for some time that the 
constitution of a rapidly cooled alloy should be possible of calcul- 
ation from the equilibrium diagram ; Part I deals with this problem 
in a fairly thorough manner. The conditions which govern crystal 
growth are but imperfectly apprehended at present, so that structure 
must be investigated experimentally ; Part II deals with the structum 
of various selected metals and alloys, but though the observations 
are numerous the results are not of general applicability like those 
of Part I, since each metal and each series of alloys exhibits its 
own structural peculiarities, and there is great difficulty when 
studying one cause of structural variation to eliminate all others. 
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PART I. The Ouantitative Effect of the Rate of Cooling upon the 
Constitution of Binary Alloys. 
1. The Process of Crystallisation of Binary Alloys of a Simple Type. 
In a simple type of alloy of two metals each solid component is 
capable of holding in solution a certain limited proportion of the 
.other,'and the two solid solutions when present together form an 
eutectic. The diagram illustrating the physico -chemical conditions 
f equilibrium of the series is of the form of Fig. 1, where 
temperatures are represented by ordinates, and the composition of the 
alloys, in percentages of the two components A and B, by abscissae. 
The broken line CED is the liquidus or freezing point curve.- that is, 
the locus of the temperatures at which. the various molten alloys of 
the series begin to solidify when cooled ; a point above CED 
represents a mixture which is wholly liquid, while one immediately 
below the line represents a mixture which is partly liquid and partly 
solid. The broken line CHKD is the solidus or melting point curve - 
that is, the locus of the temperatures at which the various solid 
alloys begin to liquefy when heated ; a point below CHKD represents 
a mixture which is wholly solid, while one immediately above the line 
represents a mixture which is partly solid and partly liquid. The 
points H and K represent respectively the limiting composition of the 
solid solution of B in A, and the limiting composition ofthe solid 
solution of A in B ; of the first of these solutions, called d, the 
metal A constitutes the greater portion, while in the second, called 
0, B is in excess of A. The lines PH and RK represent the changes in 
the limiting compositions of the solutions d and f$ at temperatures 
below HK. The point E, at which the two branches of the liquidus 
intersect, represents the eutectic alloy of the series. 
The equilibrium diagram, Fig. 1, is divided by the various lin tm 
into á number of fields,' each. having a distinct significatibn. A 
point in the triangular space CH, included between the liquidus and 
solidus, indicates a mixture which is partly liquid and partly solid; 
the solid portion contains more of A and less of B than the liquid 
portion, and consists of crystals of the el- solution having a 
composition which varies with the temperature. Similarly a point 
within the triangular area DEK represents a mixture of g$- crystals 
and liquid. An alloy of which the composition lies to the left of H 
solidifies completely at a temperature above HK to a mass of 
homogeneous el-crystals ; one with a composition represented by a 
point to the right of K also becomes completely solid above HK, and 
consists of homogeneous($- crystals. An alloy having a composition 
between H and E, when the temperature just reaches HK, is formed of 
saturated el- crystals of composition H and liquid of composition E ; 
the liquid solidifies at the constant temperature of the line HK as 
the eutectic mixture of the series, a conglomerate of tiny crystals 
of the saturated el- ands- solutions. When the composition of the 
alloy lies between E and K, the(s- crystals first formed reach the 
saturation composition K, and the rest of the mass solidifies as the 
eutectic E. Thus all alloys between H and K contain both el- and 
p- crystals. 
The earlier products of solidification are frequently termed 
primary crystals, in order to distinguish them from the secondary 
eutectic or other crystallisation. The manner in which the 
composition of a primary crystal changes during the period of its 
formation is important. Consider the case of an alloy X, Fig. 2, 
containing a less proportion of the metal B than is necessary to 
saturate the 01- solution at the eutectic temperature. Draw a vertical 
line - that is, one of constant composition - through X, cutting the 
liquidus at x' and the solidus at x"'. When the liquid alloy is 
cooled, x' is the temperature at which it commences to solidify, and 
x "' is the temperature of complete solidification ; or, if the solid 
alloy be heated, x " is the temperature at which melting commences, 
and x' is that of complete liquefaction. ,If attention is confined, 
for convenience, to the process of solidification of the melted alloy, 
the composition of the first tiny crystals is given by x ", the inter- 
section with the solidus of the horizontal line through x'. At any 
subsequent stage of solidification the compositions of the solid and 
liquid portions of the mass are represented by the intersections with 
the solidus and liquidus, respectively, of a horizontal line drawn 
at the temperature of the mixture in accordance with the vertical 
scale of the diagram. Thus, at the temperature of the line pq, the 
alloy is a mixture of crystals of composition p with liquid of 
composition q. The total composition of the alloy is represented 
on the line pq by the point o, vertically below X, so that,, by 
elementary geometry, the proportion of p- crystals is the fraction 
oq /pq, and the proportion of q- liquid is po /pq of the whole alloy. 
From x' to x" the proportion'of liquid steadily decreases andthat 
of the crystals increases. At x "' the liquid vanishes, the 
composition of the last droplets being given by x " ", the intersection 
with the liquidus of the horizontal through x ". 
In an alloy represented by a point like Y, lying between H and 
E, the earlier part of the process of solidification is like that of 
X,.but the completion is otherwise. When the temperature has just 
fallen to that of the line HE the composition of the crystals is given 
y H and that of the liquid by E. The liquid E solidifies at constant 
temperature to form the eutectic, while the composition of t he 
primary crystals remains unaltered, so that when the temperature 
commences to fall below HE the just solid alloy consists of primary 
crystals and eutectic in the proportion of y "E to Hy ; or y "E /HE 
of the whole consists of primary crystals, and Hy "/HE is formed of 
eutectic. 
lö 
Returning to the alloy X, the process by which the solid portio^l 
changes from a few crystals of composition x" to a homogeneous mass 
of composition x " is of a duplex character. If just above the 
temperature pq all the crystals were removed from the liquid, a 
slight fall of temperature would bring about the generation of tiny 
crystals'of composition p. But when the previously formed crystals 
are not removed, and the conditions are those of equilibrium, the 
whole of the solid portion of the mixture attains the composition p 
at this temperature. There is a mutual action of diffusion between 
the solid and liquid portions, whereby the crystals formed at a 
higher temperature are enabled to assume, at the temperature pq, the 
only composition which is consistent with chemical equilibrium 
between solid and liquid at this temperature. If the process of 
solidification be supposed to take place is a series of small steps, 
at each step the crystals already formed change their composition, 
by diffusion, to that consistent with the new conditions of equil 
ibrium, and there is also a small growth of entirely new material 
of the correct equilibrium composition. 
In the above it has been supposed that the conditions of cooling 
are such that the alloy is enabled to be in a state of perfect 
physico -chemical equilibrium at the end of each small interval of 
temperature, but this is not so in practice. With ordinary rates of 
cooling, at any temperature within the interval of solidification, 
the composition of the liquid and of the most recently formed crystals 
probably approximate closely to those conditional with equilibrium, 
but such is not the case with the whole mass of solid. The process 
of diffusion, by which an alteration is effected in the composition 
of the primary crystals as the temperature falls, is a very slow one. 
It is much hindered also by the fact that the new growth is usually 
deposited around an already existing/, and forms an envelope which is 
for the moment in equilibrium with the liquid, and therefore more or 
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less effectually screens the core. Thus, when solidification is 
completed, each crystal grain varies in composition from its centre 
to its external surface, giving a common and easily recognised type 
of structure. Further, any lack of equilibrium during solidification 
of an alloy having a composition to the left of H, such as X, causes 
the temperature of complete solidification to be lowered, but this 
does not fall below HE if surfusion oe prevented ; in an alloy having 
a composition between H and K, like Y, the proportion of eutectic is 
greater when there is imperfect than when there is perfect equilibrium. 
These last two statements will be understood by a reference to Fig.2. 
Suppose that the alloy X cools to pq under conditions of perfect 
equilibrium. Then at this temperature the fraction oq /pq of the 
whole mass is solid. Suppose the crystals to be removed and the 
liquid to oe cooled to x "'x " ", again under conditions of perfect 
equilibrium. Then the new crop of crystals is q'x " " /x "'x "" of the 
portion not removed, and x "'q'/ ,1 / xll II of liquid remains. Thus the 
mass is not completely solid at the temperature x "', but a fraction 
equal to (x "'n' /. "'x "" .po /pq ) of the original amount is still 
liquid. The sluggishness of diffusion may be conveniently regarded 
as equivalent to the removal of the crystals from the liquid at 
various stages in the process of solidification, so that an effect 
similar to the above is the result. If the rate of cooling of the 
alloy be very rapid, diffusion is almost entirely prevented ; this is 
equivalent to replacing the two large steps of Fig. 2 by a great 
number of small ones. The temperature of complete solidification of 
an alloy to the left of H is then lowered to the eutectic temperature, 
and the proportion of eutectic in an alloy having a composition 
between H and E is increased. The proportion of eutectic present in 
an alloy under these conditions may oe now determined. 
- o - o - 
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2. Determination of the Proportions of Solid and Liquid in a Rapidly 
Cooled Alloy. 
In considering the suoject from a mathematical standpoint 
certain assumptions are required for the purpose of removing 
complèxities difficult to treat accurately. The first assumption is 
that the manner of cooling is such that diffusion within the solid 
parts of the alloy is entirely prevented except during small intervals 
of temperature which may be varied at will, while diffusion within 
the liquid portion is always perfect ; consequently, each tiny crystal 
has the equilibrium composition corresponding with the temperature 
at the end of the interval within which it was formed. In an actual 
alloy there would be some diffusion within the solid portions, and a 
defective diffusion within the liquid parts of the mass. The second 
assumption is that all liquid remaining when the eutectic temperature 
is reached solidifies at this temperature ; in the absence of 
surfusion this would be actually the case. It is further assumed, 
for the present, that both liquidus and solidus curves, CE and CH, 
are straight lines ; for an actual series of alloys they are somewhat 
curved, but any desired degree of accuracy may be secured by 
subdividing the lines into sections short enough to oe regarded as 
straight. 
Consider an alloy represented by the point X, Fig. 3. Let its 
period of solidification be divided into a number of stages, as in 
the previous paragraph, the crystals being removed /t the end of each 
stage. At the end of the first stage the two parts of the mixture 
are in the proportions, 
Solid = -,---- 
Liquid = 
fro 
of the whole mass. 
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At the end of the second stage the proportions are, 
Solid 
s of the mass remaining after the 
removal of the first crop of crystals. 
Liquid - Ú 
C--s 








C--s IL, i 
of the original mass. 
And so on, for subsequent stages. If the various steps extend over 
equal temperature intervals, 
s'u &c., = say m, 
t'v &c., = say n. 
is = a + 2m - 2n , vu = a + 3m - 3n 
to'= a - 2n , vo "= a - 3n 
t q ' = a + m - 2n , vs ' = a + 2m - 3n 
And the proportions of solid and liquid may be written, 
oq = q's = 
1p = p't = 














q + vn-ru 
a, - 
Ci.rm- 
At end of second stage, 
Solid - 
Liquid - 
of original mass. 
ne- rn- a - 
Gi tPn, 2 m. - 2 n, 
ci t rn -2 P,, 
CL--f-11-t-11- i 
a_ -Í' 2 m - rL G, -h rVl- - vi, 
At end of third stage, 
Solid = -}- ``` 
a - Pi- 
a- y- rn- n. 0.i--Z try -2 
+ w. 
&c. 
of original mass. 
t nrn. -s 
c4.- f ZPI-, -.2 pt. a. -F - n 
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CX, I 2 rh -3 n 2 .- , - , Liquid - a. -F- e3 .n -3 IA., a kn. - 
cZ- 
of original mass ; and so on. 
At end of r -th stage, 
Solid - 
I'V rn- a - w -I- - + 
- . a-F 2 . h -.., a -r- -,-- - n, 
a -0) 
i'h_. Gè i h -2)Yh.--I) VL. 
- . 
>/t r.,.-n, 
Liquid = Ci tC`-r)rn -/in, aJ+(n-Z) ---r)t . .. ., a- n- 
GL f- - a fh- ).-i-in 
of original mass. 
It is simpler to determine the proportion of the liquid than 
of the solid portion of a mixture. The expression (2) gives the 
proportional amount of liquid remaining in an alloy at the end of a 
period of rapid cooling ; if solidification has been completed, (2) 
gives the amount of liquid present at the eutectic temperature, that 
is, the amount of eutectic present in the solid alloy. The degree of 
approximation to an accurate mathematical result for the case of an 
indefinitely great rapidity of cooling depends upon the number of 
steps taken, that is, upon the value of r, and for a reasonably 
accurate result this value must be considerable. A variation in the 
value of r is an artificial manner of representing a variation in 
the rate of cooling ; it is not possible to specify the actual rate 
of cooling which corresponds with a particular value of r, 
an 
the 
relation between r and the rate of cooling is different for different 
alloys. 
When r is increased indefinitely the expression (2) becomes an 
interesting example of a continued product of numbers, each less than 
unity, the value of which is finite. That the value is not zero 
follows from the fact that an increase in the value of r is only 
obtained by subdividing the steps, and each subdivision increases 
the value of the product. Thus, referring to Fig. 3, if the interval 
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between x "x' and is be conside red a single step - that is, if 
equilibrium conditions prevail throughout this period - the amount of 
liquid at the end of this step is, 
Eo' Ci- --2Pt. 
S - GL +- -2 in. 
of that present at x'. 
If the period be divided into two equal steps by the line pq, the 
first crop of crystals being effectually removed at this temperature, 
the amount of liquid at the end of the second step is, 
Now, 
And, 
----d J, G t . -2 h t - v ` o `n 
cc. GLt--kt, 
LZJ -2 r., a.. - 2 . _ 
Q- fi 2 .n 
GC. -F- -2 An- 
(--A_ -f-2 h,. -2 v,. CL -t- kvt. - w 
0.,tsv 
u tw-H 
of that present at x'. 
ct,z f- Q..", aw - 
.r. -.2 n ) (a._ - .-t) 
GL 
2-F- -3 - vn. w t 2 !-i. 2- 
(ac. -f- --2 p,( -) 
So that the subdivision of the one step into two has increased the 
proportional quantity of liquid by, 
AI kIL 
CQ t -2 pv..> - of that present at x'. - (3) 
Similarly any other increase in the number of steps of the process 
causes a further increase in the amount of liquid left at the end. 
The quantity (3) is the amount of liquid necessary to convert the 
crystals of composition p, removed at t he end of the first step, to 
the equilibrium composition t at the end of the second step. For,in 
order thatale product shall have the composition t, the proportion 
of s- liquid which must diffuse into the p- crystals is, 
s- 
cc. -2 -2', 
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And since the. actual amount of p- crystals is, 
Cl.-Fph, -w of the whole alloy, 
The liquid necessary for the reaction is, 
r` of the whole alloy. 
-hAn. - kr- 
At the end of any subsequent stage the increased proportion of liquid 
over that conditional with equilibrium is less than the amount 
necessary to bring the whole of the crystals to the equilibrium 
composition corresponding with this temperature, since some of the 
increased liquid has crystallised at intermediate stages. 
If the process of solidification were accomplished in one step - 
in other-words, if conditions of perfect equilibrium prevailed during 
the whole period of crystallisation of the solid solution - the 
proportional amount of liquid left in the mixture X, Fig. 3, at the 
eutectic temperature woula be, 
Hx"' 
I-I E 
- lt- w 
ct lt-w`- -/1- Pt- 
Any subdivision of the process results in a greater proportion of 
liquid, equal to, 
Cc_ -A- rt. t Q 
CL 
where 0 is a quantity which depends upon the actual alloy, and upon 
the number of steps into which the period of solidification is 
supposed to be divided - that is, upon the extent to which diffusion 
is operative in the solid parts of the alloy. The expression (2) may 
be written in the above form ; the details of the transformation are 
straightforward and uninteresting, and the result is that at the end 
of the r -th step, 
Liquid = 




n - 2n> 
CL - 
+ + //l`n.-n,)} + "cc f - 
CSl 
`hn (rn-2n)(2., -3) (S 3w. -CS-2)s-4 
ta_. 4- , _w) _ --- -Q-4--(4.-S-,-Z)(k..-w} 
PK. r,. CPK. -.2 i..1(2 r.. -3 ,t) . . _ - - - ` -z) w.. - z -1) kl -,-} 
C (h-,) 
2 /.2 
- - - 65-) 
(h-/)/t -2) &C. 
i 3 /.2.3 
The form of the expression (5) is unwieldy, but the continued 
product (2) can be evaluated conveniently if the notation is changed 
as follows. In Fig. 4 let the angle ACE be e , and let ACH be . 
0 
Let the difference of temperature between the freezing point C of the 
pure metal A and the freezing point x' of an alloy X be yo ; and let 
the difference of temperature between the freezing point C and some 
other temperature q of the partially solidified mixture be y. Let 
the temperature interval for a small step in the process of solid- 
ification be óy. Then the former notation is related to the new 
notation as follows, 
x'x" = a = 
q's = m = 
p't =n= ff 
The proportion of liquid left in a slowly cooled alloy X at any 
temperature q curing the period of freezing is easily obtained as, 
Liquid at temperature q (slow cooling) 
o 
_ Yr, (an 6 --yw., (B-(a,, 
, 
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If solidification is completed above the eutectic temperature the 
melting point of the alloy is ootained by equating the expression (6) 
to zero, which gives, 
as the difference between the freezing point of the pure metal and 
the melting point of the alloy. If the proportion of eutectic is 
required in an eutectiferous alloy it is obtained by inserting in (6) 
the value of y appropriate to the eutectic temperature. 
For excessively rapid cooling the proportion of liquid left in 
the alloy X may oe obtained oy suostitution in the expression (2), 
Proportion of liquid (rapid cooling) 
-s ( -61-7- (-) ) - (7o - 1)( a - -- 2 ) ( e - 




f _ 4/ ;4, = +2s7, &o., the expression becomes, 
And after re- arranging, 
-X L., 75, 
-., - /z(6,-,c6 ) 
2((-.---.,6--t.--.45)) 
Proceeding to the limit, multiplying and collecting the terms within 
the square bracket, and writing c for B..¢ , gives, 
- +- (ci yr A-ed-r-4-1 
y Oki,,e-et ct .Ne 
r-- 
Now the series within the square bracket is convergent, and so long 
as no great number of terms are necessary the expression may be 
19 
rewritten, with only a slight deviation from perfect accuracy, as, 




It is to be noted that if the separating crystals are of 
constant composition, as when they consist of a pure metal or metallic 
compound, the corresponding solidus is a vertical straight line, and 
tan 0 = O. The proportion of liquid for rapid cooling is then y , 
exactly the same as for slow cooling. This result, which is almost 
self evident, follows at once from the original assumptions. 
- o - o - 
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3. The Constitution of Rapidly Cooled Lead -Tin Alloys. 
To illustrate the kind of results obtained by the aoove method 
the lead -rich alloys of the lead -tin series have oeen chosen. Most 
of the equilibrium conditions for this series have been determined 
recently with great accuracy by Rosenhain and Tucker. The liquidus 
for the lead -rich alloys is slightly curved, and is shown as a fine 
line in Fig. 5 ; the eutectic point is at 62.93 per cent. of tin and 
183° C. The corresponding solidus has not been determined exactly ; 
the limiting concentration of the lead -rich solution is close to 16 
per cent. of tin. 
For the present purpose both solidus and liquidus have been 
assumed straight, and the intersection of these lines with the 
eutectic line have been taken at 16 and 63 per cent. of tin, respec- 
tively ; the assumed liquidus and solidus are shown as thick lines 
in Fig. 5. The curvature of the liquidus is taken into account in 
a subsequent calculation. The temperature interval between the 
freezing point of lead (328° C.) and that of the eutectic (1d3° C.) 
has been divided into ten equal parts ; the corresponding points of 
division on the liquidus represent nine lead -rich alloys, numbered I, 
II, III, &c., for which the calculations have been made. In order to 
show the effect of different rates of cooling the interval between 
the freezing point of lead and that of the eutectic has oeen divided 
into 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200 steps, respectively, and the corres- 
ponding proportions of liquid left at 183° have been calculated from 
the expression (2), page 14. These are given in Table I, together 
with the proportions of liquid left in the various alloys when the 
rate of cooling is indefinitely rapid,as calculated from the 
expression (7), and also the proportions of liquid obtained under 
equilibrium conditions. 
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TABLE I. Liquid remaining in various lead -tin alloys at the eutectic 








`! ' L 
/L _ " 
CP x 







6-o ¡ f ° 2o `° /b ¡e, - ""' ii Llu,cy v 
I 313'5 6.3 '045406 '04-6/7 '64-47o '041-37o '04.-04.7 '03420 '00n00 
II a9cio /26 I1563 1/570 '1/4,.56 '1/344 '110021037o '00000 
III a84<'6- /Y'i 'I99/.2. '19,5'59 19e0ti- '(969/ '19356 1S)711.6 06170 
IV -27,9O a5:2 ',29281 '29230 '.29179 '2906s '28-19ii- 19571,- 
V .V5-5.6- 31,k- '3 yyf_yo '39043 '37299 '.3c)o23 3.?-5--. '32171 
VI .24(.0 37-e '50/4.43 '5o385 50346 '5-0256 '.5-6o26 '11-60..2. '4-383 
V I I aa.6,5 q4_,/ '6/70 6/ r66 '6/935 '6/I's59 '6/683 '6 /36-0 '5-97e7 
VIII 2/2,o 5-0'11- 74./(-4. 741z7 '7ip0 5 '71_04_5 '73730 '73698 '7'?' 
IX 1975 6-67 'g6e9 ,g6eIS '86e07 '8-6785 '867/6 '866-96 '8-65-96 
The values given in the fourth and in the last columns of 
Table I are plotted in the form of a diagram in the upper part of 
Fig. 5, where the proportion of liquid remaining in each alloy at 
183° is set vertically downwards along the line representing the 
composition of the alloy. The straight line from 16 to 63 per cent. 
of tin shows the variation in the proportion of liquid with change 
in the composition of the alloy when the conditions are those of 
equilibrium ; the curved line from pure lead to 63 per cent. of tin 
indicates the larger proportion of liquid found when cooling rapid. 
For clearness the space between them is shown black. Since the 
liquid remaining in any alloy at 183° solidifies at this temperature 
in the form of the lead -tin eutectic, the diagram also represents the 
proportion of eutectic present in the various solid alloys under the 
stated conditions. 
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This diagram is of peculiar interest in connection with 
Tammann's method of determining the ends of an eutectic line. The 
method consists in noting, for a number of alloys having compositions 
between that of the eutectic and that of the saturated solid solution, 
the time during which the temperature remains stationary at the 
eutectic freezing point ; if the conditions of cooling are identical 
for all the alloys these times are proportional to the amounts of 
eutectic solidifying, and when time is plotted against composition 
the point at which the proportion of eutectic is zero - that is, the 
limit of saturation of the solid solution - is found by extrapolation. 
The difficulties in accurately applying this method are considerable, 
but the chief objection to the results obtained by most of the 
investigators who have employed it is in the small quantities of 
material they have used, and the common accompaniment of rather rapid 
cooling. As a consequence, nearly all the published data give curved 
lines like the curved one of Fig. 5. The latter gives the upper limit 
to the proportion of eutectic when the cooling is very rapid, while 
the straight line gives the lower limit corresponding with equilibrium. 
The experimental curves mentioned fall between these two limits ; 
they give too low a saturation point for the solid solution, that is, 
too long an eutectic line. The mere fact that they are curved is 
conclusive evidence either that the rate of cooling of t alloys 
has been too rapid to give results consistent with equilibrium, or 
that there have been other sources of error, since for equilibrium 
the proportion of eutectic varies simply with the composition of the 
alloy, so that all curves of this nature should be straight lines. 
The equation to the curve which represents the proportion of 
eutectic in a series of rapidly cooled alloys is obtained from (7) 
y inserting the value of yr - say yE - corresponding with the 
eutectic temperature. The expression may oe also written somewhat 
more conveniently. Let E oe the proportion of eutectic in a rapidly 
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cooled alloy ; let X be the percentage of the metal R in the alloy ; 
let Xs be the percentage of the metal B in the/A -rich solid solution; 
and let XE be the percentage of the metal B in the eutectic. 
referring to Fig. 4, 





is the equation to the curve ; E is the ordinate corresponding with, 
the abscissa X, and the other terms are constants proper to the 
series of alloys. For the lead -rich alloys of the lead -tin series, 
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gives the proportion of eutectic in aipidly cooled alloy X. 
It is clear from Fig. 5 that a much closer approximation to 
the true saturation point is found by extrapolation through points 
obtained from alloys rich in eutectic than from those containing only 
a small proportion of eutectic, whenever the rate of cooling falls 
short of the extreme slowness necessary to ensure equilibrium. The 
same fact is brought out still more clearly in Fig. 8, which shows 
the various apparent positions of the saturation point as determined 
from the proportion of eutectic in the rapidly cooled alloys, in the 
manner detailed on page 30. The real saturation point is at H, 
16 per cent. of tin ; the points h1, h2, h3, &c., are obtained for 
alloys I, III III, &c., respectively, when rapidly cooled, and 
correspond with the percentages of tin given in the bottom line of 
Table IV. They actually represent the average composition of the 
non -uniform primary crystals of each alloy. The horizontal scale of 
Fig. 8 is more open than that of Fig. 5 in order that the various 
points shall be clearly separated. 
It is interesting to determine what proportion of an alloy has 
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crystallised at any instant during its period of solidification. 
This is easily calculated, by the methods given already, both for a 
very rapidly cooled and for a very slowly cooled alloy. Table IT 
gives the proportion of solid matter in each of the nine chosen alloys 
at nine equidistant temperatures between the freezing point of lead 
and that of the lead -tin eutectic, and also at the eutectic temper- 
ature, when the alloys are very rapidly cooled ; Table III gives 
corresponding figures for the same alloys when in perfect equilibrium, 
the liquidus and solidus being assumed straight. 
TABLE II. Proportion of primary crystals in very quickly cooled 
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TABLE III. Proportion of primary crystals in lead -tin alloys under 
conditions of equilibrium at various temperatures. Liquidus and 
solidus assumed straight. 
Yo. of a-ege7 I H III IV V VI VII VIII IX 
.),,,:,. 1u2.1, ce.,-. 6. 3 /2 .6 / 8 , 9 ,25--.2_ 3/,5- 3 7 4.4./ 6a e,i- 6-6 7 
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o2266-- l000 766 5-74,_ '38'3 ./, 71 r000 
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The above values are represented diagrammatically in Fig. 6. 
From the freezing point of each alloy is drawn to the right a short 
horizontal line, the length of which represents unit quantity of the 
mixture ; verticals are drawn from the ends of this line to the 
eutectic line. From the left -hand vertical line, at each of the 
temperatures given in the first column of Table II, the corresponding 
proportion of primary crystals in the quickly cooled alloy is set out 
horizontally, and the points so obtained are joined by a curve. The 
proportion of liquid present in the mixture at any temperature is 
obviously given by the horizontal distance oetween this curve and 
the right -hand vertical boundary of the rectangle. The portion of 
each rectangle which represents solid matter is labelled S, and that 
representing liquid is marked L. In the same way as for the rapidly 
cooled alloys, a curve for each slowly cooled alloy is plotted from 
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the data of Table III ; each of the latter curves lies to the right 
of the corresponding one of the former series, in accordance with the 
fact that there is more solid and less liquid matter in the slowly 
cooled alloys. The space between each pair of curves, shown black 
for clearness, exhibits the effect of rapid cooling in reducing the 
proportion of primary crystals. For rapid cooling the spaces marked 
L include the narrow dark areas ; for slow cooling the dark areas are 
to be reckoned as parts of the spaces marked S. The alloys I and II, 
when slowly cooled, become completely solid at temperatures above 
183 °, and at these temperatures the difference between quickly cooled 
and slowly cooled alloy is greatest. In alloys near the eutectic 
composition, like VIII and IX, the effect of rapid cooling is very 
small. 
If the curves of Fig. 6 are differentiated, either by a 
graphical or by a mathematical method, other curves are obtained 
which represent the varying rate of solidification during the period 
of freezing of each alloy. Such curves are drawn in Fig. 7 for 
alloys I, III, and VII, the original curves, which differ only in 
scale from those of Fig. 6,being shown in full lines, and the derived 
rate curves in dotted lines. The initial rate of crystallisation is 
the same for both slow and rapid cooling. From the expression (6), 
page 17, it follows that, 
Proportion of solid at any temperature (slow cooling) 
= 1 - Proportion of liquid 
-ya E d - 1 (: fß.1. e ° 
I 7( 
Differentiating this with respect to y, 
L., 0 
Rate of solidification (slow cooling) _ 
. -(_ 
/ 
At the freezing point, y = yo so that for both slow and rapid 
cooling, 




The above rate of solidification is in respect of fall of 
temperature, but it is convenient also to express the rate with 
regard to the öömp6Sit óh 6f the öt täls ; this does not alter the 
shape of the curves if the solidus is straight, since the composition 
of the crystals formed at any temperature varies directly as the 
distance of that temperature from the freezing point of the pure 
metal, that is, / w y. Hence, 
Rate of solidification with respect to composition (slow cooling) 
, o 1 
- 
And the rate at the freezing point 
3 for lead -tin alloys. 
4-7 
c44n e "/ 
Thus the rate of solidification at the freezing point of alloy ?, 
with respect to composition is 
0'e37g 7 i 
Or, more.simrly, using the notation of.page:13 , 
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At the freezing point, r = 0 , and the rate is 
m 1 _ (iirt, B I 
h dot o a 




For alloys containing no eutectic, the rate of solidification 
at the melting point, when the last drop of liquid solidifies, is, 
r1 hh 
h- LA" t A. ( -n) 2 
11.0-1,:5on,l--a,e 
since, at this point, a = rn . Thus the slowly cooled alloy I 
becomes completely solid when 
y (Z., B = 6.3 
The corresponding value of rm is, (a=p,,.e(y 
yo) 
= 6 3 x 47 
= 
a value which may be measured, of course, upon the equilibrium diagram. 
The final rate of solidification = 
/g",67 
= D OS,co 
The rate of solidification at the melting point of an alloy which 
contains eutectic, and any intermediate rates, may be obtained by 
substituting suitable values in (9), but in.Fig. 7 the differentiatia 
has been performed graphically except for the initial and final points 
of each curve. 
For rapidly cooled alloys, the rate of solidification with 
respect to fall of temperature is obtained from the expression (7), 
page 19, thus, 
.Proportion of solid at any temperature (rapid cooling) 
= i - Proportion of liquid 
c-i-I 
= I - 
y 
Differentiating this with respect to y gives, 
Rate of solidification (rapid cooling) _ (0.11-/ 
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Or. with regard to composition, as explained above, 
(.11 





But the proportion of liquid remaining at t his temperature is, 
Therefore the rate of solidification is, 
t,,, 0 c4 _era., - - - (10 
At the freezing point, y = yo , sò that (10) reduces to 
- ((. 
which is identical with the result for slow cooling. The expression 
(11) may be obtained very simply thus, 
Rate of solidification with respect to composition 
Now, 
cÌ 10-6-et °(Q/A-&- 
6-eLe,c 
a. ±7,- -iro 
. 
in, a...,, ( 
95 
And , einno/ - - 
-,- h OK- w) (2T.,, 0 -(et-+-L,f6 
Therefore the rate of solidification is, 
, by simple geometry. 
(--,, 6 ,, dta 
0 - 95 'P&L 
as before. The final rate of solidification of the primary crystals 
of the rapidly cooled alloy I is, 
i6 
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where the proportion of liquid remaining at 1830 has been taken from 
Table I. Intermediate values may be ootained by suitable substitutim, 
or by graphical means as in Fig. 7, From the rate curves of Fig 7 
it is possible to deduce the theoretical forms of cooling curve which 
correspond with a very slow and with a very rapid rate of cooling. 
From the data given in Table II the average composition of the 
primary crystals of each rapidly cooled alloy at the stated temper- 
atures may oe calculated, if, as already assumed, the composition of 
the liquid is always that indicated by the liquidus. The point which 
represents the average composition of the crystals is a point on the 
apparent solidus for that particular alloy when rapidly cooled. The 
average composition of the primary crystals, by simple arithmetic, is, 
(00,7,1.0-,44, ) - (F1411",,_/ .(7( -41fr * .-, -9 ) 
Thus, for alloy I, at a temperature of 270 °, the proportion of solid 
(see Table II) is 0.844, and the proportion of liquid is 0.156. The 
composition of the alloy is 6.3 per cent. of tin, and that of the 
liquid part of it is 25.2 per cent. of tin. Hence, 
Average composition of primary crystals of alloy I at 270° 
6 3 -(1/45-6 x -25;2) 
= 2.81 per cent. of tin. 
For very slow cooling the composition (from Fig. 5) is 6.4 per cent 
of tin, so that the effect of rapid cooling is to cause a very 
considerable shift of the apparent solidus to the left. Values 
calculated in this manner for the alloys I to IX at various temper- 
atures are given in Table IV, and the corresponding solidus curves 
are drawn as fine lines in Fig. 8. Certain published sd'lidus curres 
show the same kind of hollow curvature as these, but it must not be 
concluded on that account that the:experimental work was faulty. 
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TABLE IV. Average composition of primary crystals of rapidly cooled 
lead -tin alloys at various temperatures. 
0-0. 0/g e z - e -e 7 I I i I I I IV V VI V I I V I I I IX VI,:ii,,,,,I.) 
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In order to show the effect of varying the rate of cooling, 
the values given in Table V have been obtained in the same manner as 
those above, but with a greater degree of accuracy ; they represent 
the average composition of the primary crystals of alloy I at the 
eutectic temperature, corresponding with the various proportions of 
liquid left in this alloy as listed in Table I. Under conditions of 
equilibrium the alloy I, of course, becomes completely solid at a 
temperature far above that of the eutectic point. The figures of 
Table V are not valuable in themselves, since the real rate of coolirg 
cannot be specified, but they show the approach towards equilibrium 
conditions, on account of the greater opportunity for diffusion, as 
the rate of cooling is decreased. 
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TABLE V. Apparent saturation point for alloy I at different rates 
of cooling. 
lt-'0- ° Ca Cti 
/ ̀
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4. Calculation of the Constitution of Quickly Cooled Alloys when 
the Curvature of Solidus and Liquidus is Considerable. 
When the liquidus and solidus are only slightly curved, the 
calculation of the proportion of liquid or of eutectic in quickly 
cooled alloys, based upon the assumption of a straight liquidus and 
solidus, gives results which are not seriously erroneous ; this is 
particularly the case when, as with the lead -tin alloys, the curve 
oscillates about the straight line. Sometimes the degree of 
curvature is considerable, ana the liquidus or solidus lies wholly 
on one side of the straight line drawn from the freezing point of 
the pure metal to the eutectic point, or to the saturation point, 
as the case may be. Now the proportion of solid formed during a 
small fall of temperature depends upon the angles of slope of the 
solidus anc; liquidus, and upon the horizontal distance between these 
lines in the region considered. Hence if the liquidus is convex 
and the solidus is concave upwards the proportion of liquid in 
quickly cooled alloys is greater than for a liquidus and solidus 
assumed straight ; if the liquidus is concave and the solidus is 
convex upwards the proportion of liquid is less ; if both are curved 
in the same direction the effect depends upon the mean inclination 
of the lines and their degree of curvature in a given region. 
When the curvature is such that it must be allowed for, the 
expression (2), page 14, is quite suitable for purposes of calculaticn 
when correct values of m and n, which now vary from point to point, 
are inserted. A better and less tedious method is to divide the 
portion of the equilibrium diagram under consideration into a number 
of parts by horizontal straight lines, between each adjacent pair of 
which the solidus and liquidus differ but slightly from straight 
lines, and then to make use of expression (7)., page 19, or more 
conveniently (7a), page 23, for each part ; there is no necessity 
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that the parts should be equal, in fact their size is better regulated 
by the degree of curvature of solidus and liquidus. In Fig. 9 the 
compositions of the alloys U, V, W, and X are supposed to be chosen 
so that the sections u'v', v'w', wrx' of the liquidus, and the 
sections u "v ", v "w ", w "x" of the solidus do not deviate from straight 
lines by more than some arbitrarily chosen small quantity. The lines 
v'u' and v "u" are produced to intersect in Cu , w'v' and w "v" to meet 
in C and so on ; through CU , C &c., vertical lines are drawn 
to meet u'u" in u, v °v" in v, &c., respectively. 
The proportion of liquid in the rapidly cooled alloy U at the 
temperature vv' is then, u,ti 
I ` tv- 
rrat 
(Af u 
Similarly the proportion of liquid in the rapidly cooled alloy V at 





Hence the proportion of liquid in U at the temperature ww' is, 
a 4 uJ l h 
l N" nl- t te-" co-1 
í,(, u, (11- 11- 
l/t,l N` qt; 141- 
The proportion of liquid in U at the temperature xx' is, xr 
a, it- 
f "x v il ( 
''%' 
/} 
(.i ( W- 1.0- 
0 0 
1 l 1 
Ill' 11` U- 1.41- .0C 
and so on. The simplest method of procedure is to determine 
numerically the proportion of liquid in each quickly cooled alloy 
at the freezing temperature of the chosen alloy next below it, and 
to perform the necessary multiplication afterwards. It is therefore 
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most convenient to begin with the chosen alloy which has the lowest 
freezing point. 
This method ha been ápp1 6d to thé läd-tin alloys, and the 
results, given in Table VI, show that in this case the effect of 
curvature of the liquidus is negligible. The calculations were made 
for nine alloys,of which the freezing temperatures are the same as 
for those chosen when the liquidus was assumed straight ; the 
compositions, and the equilibrium proportions of liquid for the two 
sets of alloys are therefore different, and do not admit of direct 
comparison in the tables. In Fig. 20 the open circles indicate 
points plotted for an assumed straight liquidus, corresponding with 
the figures given in the fourth column of Table I, and the black dots 
show the results obtained oy making use of the true curved liquidus. 
It is easily seen that the distances of the former points from the 
curve drawn through the latter ones are very small. In a slowly 
cooled alloy any curvature of the liquidus and solidus is without 
effect upon the proportion of eutectic present under conditions of 
equiliorium at the eutectic temperature ; this 'proportion depends 
only upon the composition of the alloy, the composition of the 
eutectic, and the composition of the saturated primary crystals. 
TABLE VI. Liquid remaining in various lead -tin alloys at the 
eutectic temperature. True curved liquidus employed. 
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The same method is applied below to the more useful alloys of 
the copper -tin and copper -zinc series, for which the results are of 
some practical importance. The fact that in these alloys the 
various branches of the liquidus end at transition points, instead of 
at eutectic points, alters nothing in the method of calculation. 
Apart from errors in the experimental determination of the 
equilibrium diagram, there are others introduced into the calcul- 
ations by insufficiently close approximation of the short straight 
sections to the true curves, and by defective draughtsmanship ; 
these, while preventing the attainment of mathematical accuracy, may 
be reduced by ordinary care and trouble to quantities altogether 
negligible in practice. The intersections of the chosen portions of 
the solidus and liquidus are not infrequently oad ones - that is, 
the lines are inclined at only a small angle to each other - or the 
intersection may even lie off the drawing paper ; the horizontal 
positions of such points are then best checked by calculation. Thus, 
if C is the intersection of w'v' with w "v ", and CV is drawn 
vertically, then by simple geometry, 
Or, 
I r r 
N` + 1/- 
N- M I r N` 11` 
II h l/ I 
= v 1` GU- . ?l` 
1/' I 
Ff 
G1) ( te- 
And vv. = vv' - vov" , is the distance of the vertical line C 
V o 
from CA. The distances vlw ", v "w', vlw', and vov" are all 
obtained from the diagram. 
When the liquidus and solidus are curved it does not always 
happen that corresponding sections of these lines are convergent 
upwards ; they sometimes converge downwards, and occasionally become 
'sensibly parallel for a short distance. It is necessary , therefore, 
to enquire what corresponding change there is in the expression which 
gives the quantity of liquid present in a rapidi Y cooled alloy. 
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When the liquidus and solidus converge downwards the conditions 
are as represented in Fig. 10, which should be compared with Fig. 4. 
Here m and n, e and 95 , are measured as before, but y and yo are 
measured upwards instead of downwards, and X, XS , and XE are 
measured from the right instead of from the left. Obviously, 
Yl. / rn, yo>, I e XS xE x»xE 
The quantity of liquid present in a rapidly cooled alloy, therefore, 
is more conveniently written in this case as, X 




When the liquidus and solidus are parallel, as in Fig. 11, 
m = n , and a is the same for all alloys. Hence the expression (2) 
becomes, 
vki Liquid = . Q - vx - - - - - & / 1 , 
The limiting value of this expression, when r is large and m is small, 
is, 
-a = E 
M 
there M is written for rm and is equal to the difference between the 
composition of the original alloy and that of the liquid portion of 
it at the given temperature ; in Fig. 11, for the alloy X, at the 
temperature pq, M = oq , and a = x"x' . The same result may be 
obtained from (7a). For, when liquidus and solidus are parallel, 
XE = X + M , and XE - XS = a ; X is indefinitely large, and 
M is finite. Therefore, 
Xc 







5. The Copper -Tin Alloys. 
Fig. 12 shows the portion of the equilibrium diagram to be 
dealt with, drawn from the experimental results of Roberts- Austen and 
Stansfield, of Heycock and Neville, and of Shepherd and Blough. The 
percentages of tin which correspond with the various critical points 
of the diagram are , 
a = 9 , b = 22.5 , B = 25.5 , 
b1 = 27.2 , c = 28 ,. C = 31.9 , 
d1 = 38.4 , cl = 41 , D = 58 . 
These are believed to be as nearly correct as they can oe fixed at 
present ; future experiments may show small errors in some or all 
of these points. The liquidus curves AB, BC, and CD -have been 
determined with very considerable accuracy, but the solidus curves. 
Aa, bbl, and cc1 require further investigation in order to determine 
their exact forms. Any correction of the equilibrium diagram will 
necessitate, of course, a corresponding correction of the results of 
this paragraph. 
In alloys containing less than 25.5 per cent. of tin the 
copper -rich crystals, designated o(., crystallise from the liquid. 
The branch AB of the liquidus is of fairly uniform curvature, and 
for the purpose of calculating the constitution of rapidly cooled 
alloys the curve has been divided into eight equal parts, giving 
seven alloys of which the compositions are set forth in Table VII. 
The proportion of liquid remaining in each of these alloys at the 
temperature aB has been calculated by the method outlined in the 
preceding paragraph, and the results are plotted in the upper left - 
hand corner of Fig. 12. The ordinates of the straight line drawn fron 
9 to 25.5 per cent. of tin represent the constitution of alloys when 
in equilibrium ; the ordinates of the black area represent the excess 
of liquid occasioned by very rapid cooling, exactly as in Fig. 5. 
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By taking a larger number of alloys than the seven chosen,a slight 
correction would be made in the calculated proportion of liquid for 
rapid cooling, but excessive subdivision of the liquidus merely 
entails laoorious calculations for the sake of an unnecessary and 
often spurious accuracy. 
For alloys containing 25.5 to 31.9 per cent. of tin, in which 
the primary crystallisation consists of the (5- solution, the liquidus 
BC is so nearly straight that it has been assumed accurately so, and 
the proportion of liquid has been calculated in the same manner as 
for the lead -tin alloys in paragraph 3, the proportionate error being 
probaoly of the same order as in that case. The alloys chosen for 
calculation are given in Table VIII. The straight lines CB and bib 
meet at 14.2 per cent. of tin, and the curve which represents the 
proportion of liquid in the rapidly cooled alloys is shown carried 
back to this percentage in t he upper middle part of Fig. 12. The 
proportion of C- liquid in the rapidly cooled alloy B is 0.178 of 
the whole. 
Between 31.9 and 58 per cent. of tin, where the primary crystals 
are designated , the curvature of the liquidus is fairly uniform, 
but that of the solidus is not so. It is necessary to choose mixtures 
at such intervals as correspond with quite short sections of the 
strongly curved part of the solidus ; nine have been taken, their 
compositions being as given in Table VII. The calculated results 
are exhioited Dy a curve as oefore, shown in the upper right -hand 
part of Fig. 12, and, similarly to the case of the (3- crystallisation, 
r this curve is dotted back to 25.7 per cent. of tin, the position of 
the intersection of the first portions of the solidus and liquidus. 
The proportion of D- liquid in the rapidly cooled alloy C is 0.048. 
For the branch of the liquidus immediately to the right of D 
the crystallising substance is the compound Cu3Sn, which separates 
in a sensibly pure state from the liquid. Under the limitations 
f: 
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imposed by the initial assumptions, no change of constitution is 
caused here by varying the rate of cooling. This series of alloys 
is therefore left at the point D. 
TABLE VII. Liquid remaining in various copper -tin alloys at the 
first transition temperature below their respective freezing points. 
True liquidus and solidus curves employed. 
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It is a matter of some interest is emphasise the necessity of 
allowing for curvature in the calculations, by showing the differences 
in the results obtained when liquidus and solidus are assumed straight. 
In Fig. 13 the proportions four liquid and solid for the of and y 
periods of crystallisation, as drawn already in Fig. 12, are compared, 
on an enlarged scale, with those calculated when the lines AB in the 
one case, and CD, col in the other are assumed straight ; the former 
results are shown by full dots and lines, and the latter by open 
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circles and broken lines. The numerical data for the assumed straight 
liquidus and solidus are given in Table VIII. For the 01C-crystallis- 
ation the curvature of the liquidus AB has the effect of diminishing 
the amount of solid formed during a small fall of temperature, as 
compared with what would be formed if AB were straight ; in the upper 
diagram of Fig. 1', therefore, the continuous curve lies below the 
dotted one. For the 4-crystallisation the curvature of the liquidus 
CD would have an effect similar to that of AB, but this is more than 
nullified by the strong reverse curvature of the solidus col, and in 
the lower diagram of Pig. 13 the continuous curve lies above the 
dotted one. In both cases the proportional error caused by assuming 
the curved lines of the equilibrium diagram to ce straight is seen 
to be very large, more especially for Y ; it follows, of course', 
that a small correction in the shape of the lines may make an 
important change in the calculated cónstitution of the rapidly cooled 
alloys. 
TABLE VIII. Liquid remaining in various copper -tin alloys at the 
first transition temperature below their respective freezing points. 
Each branch of liquidus and solidus assumed straight. 
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So far the transformations which take place in the partly 
liquid alloys have been neglected. ender conditions of equilibrium 
there is a transition of 04 + B to 
( 
at the temperature aB, of 
+ C to 1( at the temperature b1C, and of to Cu3Sn + D at the 
temperature d1D. It is in accordance with the original assumptions 
to consider the first two of these changes to be suppressed when the 
rate of cooling is indefinitely rapid. Now an alloy containing less 
than 25.5 per cent. of tin, at t he temperature aB, consists of 
o(- crystals and B- liquid. If the rate of cooling is very rapid the 
B- liquid has no time to react with the o&- crystals to form (3- crystals, 
but it behaves as if it were an independent liquid alloy of 
composition B, and deposits (3- crystals as if the «- crystals did not 
form part of the mixture. At the temperature b1C a quantity of 
C- liquid, which as stated already is 0.178 of the 3- liquid, is left. 
Similarly, any liquid left at C deposits 1- crystals independently of 
the previous formation of of and (3 , and leaves a residue of 0.048 
of its own weight of D- liquid at the temperature d1D. 
The very slowly cooled alloys experience changes after they 
have become completely solid, but for t he present purpose these are 
not considered. The upper diagram of Fig. 14 shows the constitution 
of just solid alloys when in a condition of equilibrium ; the 
temperature of each alloy containing less than 41 per cent. of tin 
is supposed to be just below that of its proper point on the broken 
solidus line Aabo1cc1, Fig. 12 ; for those containing 41 to 58 per 
cent. of tin the temperature is supposed to be just above dc1D, so 
that no account is taken of the formation of Cu3Sn. This arrangement 
is made merely for convenience in comparing results. The lower 
diagram of Fig. 14 represents the constitution of the very rapidly 
cooled alloys ; the temperature is supposed to be just above d1D, 
and the extreme rapidity of cooling is supposed to preclude any Chan; 
in the solid phases. The two diagrams, taken together, show what 
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profound differences of constitution may be caused by varying the 
rate of cooling. Take, for instance, an alloy containing 7 per cent. 
of tin ; when solid and in a condition of equilibrium this consists 
entirely of homogeneous oL- crystals, but when very rapidly cooled to 
just above the temperature of d1D it would consist of roughly 83 per 
cent of o( , 14 per cent. of (3 , 2.9 per cent. of 
4 
, and 0.1 per 
cent. would still remain liquid. Or choose an alloy containing 20 
per cent. of tin ; under equilibrium conditions, at a temperature just 
below that of aB, this consists of 18.5 per cent. of of and 81.5 per 
cent. of (3 ; but when rapidly cooled to the same temperature it 
would contain about 31 per cent. of of , 57 per cent. of (3 , and 12 
per cent. of liquid ; if quickly cooled to just above d1D this liquid 
would deposit 11.5 per cent. of 7 , the remaining 0.5 per cent.? i 
being still liquid. Further instances may be taken from the diagrams, 
or from Table TX, which contains the numerical data from which the 
diagrams have been drawn. 
TABLE X. Constitution of rapidly cooled copper -tin alloys at a 
temperature of 635° C. 
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The forms of the apparent solidus curves for the various alloys 
of Table VII have been determined, both for their own individual 
interest, and also for comparison with those obtained in the simpler 
case of the lead -tin series, illustrated in Fig. 8. Fig. 15 shows 
the solidus curves for 0C-crystals, and Fig. 16 for 1-crystals. 
The former differ but little in shape from the lead -tin curves, 
except that the initial rate of crystallisation is somewhat reduced 
by the curvature of the copper -tin liquidus. The curves for 
y- crystals clearly show the influence o f the peculiar fora o f t he 
true solidus. The data for these diagrams are given in Tables X and 




TABLE X. Proportion of primary at -crystals in rapidly cooled 
copper-tin alloys at various temperatures. 
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TABLE XI. Average composition of primary o(- crystals in rapidly 
cooled copper -tin alloys at various temperatures. 
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TABLE XI I. Proportion of primary -1- crystals in rapidly cooled 
copper -tin alloys at various temperatures. 
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TABLE XIII. Average composition of primary 1-crystals in rapidly 
cooled copper-tin alloys at various temperatures. 
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6. The Copper -Zinc Alloys. 
The portion of the equilibrium diagram to be consideired is 
drawn in Fig. 17 from the experimental results of Roberts -Austen, of 
Shepherd, and of Tafel. The compositions corresponding with the 
various critical points are, 
a = 29 , b = 36 , B = 37 , 
b1 = 55 , c = 60.7 , C = 61 , 
per cent. of zinc. As in the case of the copper -tin alloys, there 
may be small errors in the positions of these points. The solidus 
curves for o(- and (a- crystals probably differ little from straight 
lines ; the forms of the liquidus curves are probably not quite so 
accurately determined as those of copper -tin. Few of the alloys 
containing more than 60 per cent. of zinc are of practical importance, 
and the corresponding part of the equilibrium diagram is somewhat 
defective, so that the crystallisation of only o( and (3 is consid- 
ered here. 
The 04-crystals separate from liquid alloys containing less 
than 37 per cent. of zinc. The curvature of the branch AB of the 
liquidus is approximately uniform, and the line does not depart 
greatly from straightness ; it was divided into four equal parts, 
giving three alloys containing 9.30, 18.65, and 27.85 per cent. of 
zinc, respectively. These are probably sufficient for the present 
purpose. The numerical data are given in Table XIV, and are plotted, 
in the same manner as before, in the upper part of Fig. 17. A similar 
procedure was followed for the branch BC. The proportion of C- liquid 
left in the rapidly cooled alloy B is very small, only 0.0043. 
Comparison of the curves shown in Fig. 17 with those obtained when 
AB and BC are assumed straight gives results like that of Fig. 13 for 
the copper -tin o(- crystals ; the correct figures correspond with a 
greater proportion of liquid than when the liquidus is assumed 
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straight, the difference in the case of the 0C- crystals being small, 
but for 8 considerable. The figures for the assumed straight 
liquidus are not of particular interest, and accordingly have not 
been tabulated here. 
TABLE XIV. Liquid remaining in various copper -zinc alloys at the 
first transition temperature below their respective freezing points. 
True liquidus and solidus curves employed. 
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In Fig. 18 the constitutions of slowly and of rapidly cooled 
alloys are compared, just as in Fig. 14. Each slowly cooled alloy 
containing less than 55 per cent. of zinc is supposed to be at a 
temperature just below the corresponding point on Aabb1, and those 
containing from 55 to 61 per cent. of zinc to be at a temperature 
just above o1C ; the quickly cooled alloys are also supposed to be 
at the latter temperature. The results are not so striking as in 
the case of the copper -tin alloys, chiefly on account of the 
closeness of the points b and B, Fig. 17, to each other. The 
calculated figures are given in Table XV. 
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TABLE XV. Constitution of rapidly cooled copper -zinc alloys at a 
temperature of 830° C. 
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7. The Copper- Nickel Alloys. 
The method of the preceding paragraphs may be extended to 
alloys of two metals which show complete mutual solubility when solid. 
A suitaole example is afforded by the copper -nickel alloys. 
The equiliorium diagram, Fig. 19, is due to Guertler and 
Tammann, and to kurnakow and Zemczuzny. The curvature of liquidus 
and solidus is greatest in the middle region of the diagram. The 
nine alloys for which the calculations have been made have their 
freezing points situated at equal intervals between the freezing 
point of nickel and that of copper ; a somewhat better choice, more 
in accordance with the.váriations of curvature, might have been made. 
There is now, of course, no eutectic or transition temperature 
for the partly liquid alloys, and mixtures cooled with extreme 
rapidity would only become completely solid at the freezing point of 
copper, according to the original assumptions. The process of 
solidification, however, may be supposed interrupted at any desired 
temperature, and the differences of constitution between slowly and 
rapidly cooled alloys at t his temperature may be represented oy a 
diagram of the same form as in previous examples. In the upper part 
of Fig. 19 such diagrams have been drawn for the four temperatures 
1118 °, 1187 °, 1256 °, and 1324 °, corresponding with the freezing 
points of the alloys numbered I, III, V, and VII, respectively. The 
data are given in Table XVI. 
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TABLE XVI. Liquid remaining in quickly cooled copper -nickel alloys 
at various temperatures during partial solidification. 
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Below the real solidus has been plotted for each alloy the 
apparent solidus. All alloys of the series, when just solid and in 
a condition of equilibrium, are formed of homogeneous crystals. In 
each quickly cooled alloy the average composition of the crystals 
gradually approaches that of the whole mixture as more and more of 
the mass becomes solid. The shape of the apparent solidus for 
alloy IX is similar to those drawn for the lead -tin alloys, but 
mixtures containing more copper than IX show a reversed curvature 
of the lower part of the apparent solidus, corresponding with the 
reversed inclination of the real solidus to the liquidus at the 
copper end of the diagram. The average compositions of the primary 
crystals for the nine chosen alloys, at various temperatures, are 
given in Table XVII. 
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TABLE XVII. Average composition of primary crystals of rapidly 
cooled copper -nickel alloys at various temperatures during partial 
solidification. 
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8. Calculation of the Constitution of Alloys cooled at Ordinary Rates. 
For an actual alloy the rate of cooling lies between the 
extreme slowness necessary for equilibrium, and the extreme rapidity 
for which the preceding calculations have been made. The proportion 
of liquid in the mixture at any temperature during the period of 
partial solidification also lies between those calculated for the 
two extreme conditions. The difficulty of specifying the rate of 
cooling at a point in a mass of metal has been mentioned already, 
but it may be possible to determine the proportion of liquid or of 
eutectic in each of a series of alloys, all cooled under approximately 
similar conditions at a rate within the range of those realised in 
manufacturing or experimental work, without determining what this 
rate is. 
The examination of many of the experimental results emanating 
from Prof. Tammann's laboratory shows that the shape of the curve, 
which represents the proportion of eutectic in the just solid alloys 
of a series cooled at a moderately slow rate, is of a form similar 
to that obtained by calculation for very rapid cooling. Moreover, 
the curves plotted from the figures in the various columns of Table I 
are all of similar shape. It is probable, therefore, that-the curves 
which represent the proportion of liquid or of eutectic for different 
rates of cooling can be referred to one general equation. Now for 
equilibrium conditions the curve is a straight line. If, as before, 
E is the proportion of eutectic in the just solid alloy, X is the 
composition of the alloy, X is the composition of the eutectic, and 
is that of the saturated solid solution, the expression (4), page 
16, may be rewritten as, 
E ( ) = X _Xs 
X E Xs 
And for extremely rapid cooling the expression (7a), 
XE E(A=-- -A-frLt- Xc -xs X 
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has been given already. These are two particular cases of the 
general equation, 
= X x 
Xk- x 
where x is a quantity which varies with the rate of cooling, and has 
XE - ac 
a value between zero and X. For very slow cooling, x = XS , and 
(12) reduces to (4a). For very rapid cooling, x = 0 , and (12) 
reduces to (7a). At any intermediate rate the curve cuts the axis 
of composition at a point between zero and Xs, and the composition 
for this point is x, since by putting x = X in (12) the value of 
E becomes zero. 
The quantity x is a convenient means of defining the rate of 
cooling, though it does not specify the rate of loss of heat. To 
know the rate of fall of temperature or the rate of loss of heat of 
a mass of alloy conveys no information as to the structure of the 
mixture, unless one is already familiar with this particular alloy ; 
for some changes of phase are very sluggish, while others are 
extremely energetic, and a rate of loss of heat which might be 
regarded, from its effects, as rapid in the one case, would be 
characterised as slow cooling in the other. On the contrary, 
a statement of the ratio of x to XS, after a perusal of this paragra, 
should convey a fairly definite idea of the structural condition of 
an alloy, quite irrespective of the component metalslor of the energy 
involved in the change of phase. 
For cases in which the curvature of liquidus and solidus is 
negligible, the expression (12) is regarded as representing very 
closely the proportion of liquid in an alloy during the process of 
solidification,for all rates of cooling, but this expression requires 
experimental verification, since it has been deduced only indirectly 
from physical facts. There is certainly a close agreement between 
the quantities calculated from (12) and those given in the various 
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columns of Table I, but even with the rate specified there as 
" 10 steps " the conditions approximate far more closely to great 
rapidity than to great slowness. In Fig. 20 three curves have been 
drawn for the lead -tin alloys, from equation (12), between the curve 
representing the proportion of liquid in very rapidly cooled alloys 
and the straight line representing the conditions for very slowly 
cooled ones ; the values of x chosen for the new curves, which are 
drawn with fine lines, are 4, 8, and 12 per cent. of tin. The data 
for these curves are given in Table XVIII. For cases of transition 
similar curves can be drawn. Curves of this kind are compared in the 
following paragraph with some of the experimental curves published 
from Prof. Tammann's laboratory, but the various defects of the 
latter are too great to allow them to be employed to decide whether 
equation (12) accurately represents the conditions prevailing at 
intermediate rates of cooling. It has to be remembered,also, that 
the rate of cooling of an actual mass of metal, except when special 
precautions are taken, is very far from uniform, and that the value 
of x is therefore different for different parts of the mass. 
TABLE XVIII. Liquid remaining in various lead -tin alloys at the 
eutectic temperature after different rates of cooling. Liquidus and 
solidus assumed straight. 
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The proportion of liquid present in an alloy, cooled at a 
moderate rate, at a temperature between its freezing point and its 
eutectic or transition point, cannot be found by the present method, 
unless some assumption be made as to the manner in which the quantity 
x varies with the temperature of the partially liquid alloy. Thus, 
the sectional method of calculation, employed in the case of rapid 
cooling when the curvature of liquidus and solidus is to be allowed 
for, cannot be used in conjunction with (12) to get corresponding 
results for moderate rates of cooling, without some such arbitrary 
assumption. 
When solidus and liquidus are both sensioly straight lines, 
the variation of x with the temperature cannot differ much from a 
linear relation also, since the extreme values of x vary according 
to two straight lines, the solidus and the vertical bóundary X = O. 
In other words, if a lead -tin alloy; containing xo per cent. of tin, 
is cooled at such a rate that it just solidifies at the eutectic 
temperature without any formation of eutectic, an alloy containing 
x0/2 per cent. of tin may be expected to become just completely solid 
at a temperature midway between the freezing point of lead and that 
of the lead -tin eutectic. Though the assumption of this linear 
variation of x with the temperature requires verification, there is 
such a strong probability of its suostantial accuracy that it has 
been made use of to work out the corresponding conditions in lead -tin 
alloys cooled at moderate rates. Taking the same three values of x 
as oefore, namely 4, 8, and 12 per cent. of tin, measured at the 
eutectic temperature, as defining the rate of cooling of the alloys, 
the proportions of solid and liquid in the mixtures I to IX, at nine 
equidistant temperatures, have been calculated. The proportions of 
primary crystals present in the mixtures are set forth in Table XIX. 
From these proportions the average composition of the non -uniform 
crystals has peen determined, in the same way as in paragraph 3 ; the 
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data are given in Table XX. The corresponding solidus curves are 
drawn in Figs. 21, 22, and 23, which differ from each other and from 
Fig. 8 only as regal-71s the rate of cooling. The four sets of solidus 
curves for each of the alloys I, I!!, and VII are compared in Fig. 24; 
if those for the other six alloys were inserted here there would be 
too much overlapping and confusion to allow of easy comparison. The 
assumption of the linear variation of x with temperature is readily 
seen to give apparent solidus curves of correct form, and of correct 
manner of change of form with change in the rate of cooling. In 
these calculations the liquidus has been assumed straight for 
convenience, since the error caused by this assumption, as shown in 
paragraph 4, is extremely small. 
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TABLE 1(!X. Proportion of primary crystals at various temperatures 
in lead -tin alloys cooled at moderate rates. Li2uidus and solidus 
assumed straight. 
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TABLE Average composition of primary crystals at various 
temperatures in lead -tin alloys cooled at moderate rates. Liquidus 
and solidus assumed straight. 
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If the solidus and liquidus are much curved the expression (12) 
is not directly applicable. The curve which shows the proportion of 
liquid in the very rapidly cooled alloys is not represented by (7b), 
since, as shown in Fig. 13, this curve may lie either above or below 
that given oy (7b), according to the shape of the solidus and of the 
liquidus. It is necessary, therefore, in such a case, to express 
the numerical results, obtained by suostituting variaole values of 
XE and XS in (7b), in terms of the actual fixed values of these 
quantities. The index of the fraction X /XE is then found to vary 
with X, instead of being constant as it is when liquidus and solidus 
are straight. The equation may be of the form, 
c- XE + z 
X XE -XS E -- ( XE C3) 
where c is a constant, and z consists of one or more terms, positive 
or negative, to be found for each case. In order to determine c and 
z for any series it is necessary to calculate the index of the 
fraction X /XE for a number of alloys of this series, and to discover 
the manner in which the index varies. 
A simple example is that of the oL- crystallisation of the 
copper -tin series, for which some data have been given already in 
paragraph 5. When the proportions of liquid in the chosen alloys 
were calculated the values of XE ana Xs were taken to vary in 
accordance with the slope of the liquidus, as explained fully in 
paragraph 4 ; but for the present purpose XE and XS are constant, 
since the proportion of liquid is required to be expressed in terms 
of the actual compositions of the saturated solid solution and the 
liquid phase. Referring to the beginning of paragraph 5, XE is equal 
to the proportion of tin at the point B, Fig. 12, that is, 25.6 per 
cent. 
; and XS is equal to that at a, 9 per cent. Hence, 
X _ X - E S 
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In Table X are given the compositions of the various alloys 
for which the calculations were previously performed, the proportion 
of liquid remaining in each at the transition temperature after very 
E rapid cooling, and the value of the index n = Ó . The 
" 
values of n, when plotted against the compositions of the corres- 
ponding alloys, are found to lie very closely upon a straight line, 
iCg 25, er p esented by the equation, 
= 0'ff) 3 E 
± 
0.2 X 
XE - Xs) XE 
The proportion of liquid remaining at the transition temperature, in 
an alloy of composition X, after ver rapid cooling, is thus, 
0 EXS + o2d X 
The values of n calculated from (14). are listed in Table XXI ; they 
differ but slightly from the true ones on the line above them. 
TABLE XXI. Variation in the index of X /XE with variation of compos- 
ition in copper -tin alloys which reject al.-crystals primarily ; and 
proportion of liquid left at t he transition temperature in alloys 
cooled at moderate rates. 
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The form of the equation for intermediate rates of cooling must 
satisfy the condition that n = 1 when x = XS ; in other words, 
the curve( must become the straight line passing through the saturation 
point of the solid solution when t he rate of cooling is indefinitely 
slow. It follows that one or both of the numerical multipliers in 
(14) must vary with the value of x. 
In order to determine the manner of variation of n with the 
rate of cooling it is preferable to write the expression (15) in a 
somewhat different form, and then to apply the result (12). It is 
to be noted that (7a) may be written, xs 
E -(7Z) 
A comparison of this with (15), bearing in mind that the numerical 
factors in (15) have to vary with the value of x, and that the 
limiting value of n is unity, shows that the latter expression may 
be written, xs (b + X 
XE 
E ) ( = CxÉ) 
where a and b are numerical constants. Or, more generally, for any 
rate of cooling characterised by the quantity x, 
CX +a- _) 1'ES + ` xE 
E= x-x - - - - 7) 
For the case of the copper -tin tot-crystals, the constants a = 0.52, 
b = 1.00, give a close approximation to the actual value of the 
index n, and 
E _ (X -x) xE- 
X-x,\ 
I-t-S2xsE - S x (l±E) 
is accordingly taken to represent the proportion of liquid in such 
an alloy, of composition X, at the transition temperature, when 
cooled at a rate characterised by the quantity x. This form of 
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expression is adopted because it is the simplest equation which 
fulfils the numerical conditions for n, and reduces to the limiting 
forms (4a) and (7a). The values of n obtained from (18) when x = 0, 
that is, for very rapid cooling, are inserted in Table XXI ; they 
differ slightly from those obtained from (15) because the numerical 
constants in both expressions are only taken to two significant 
figures, a degree of accuracy which seems sufficient in the present 
state of the subject. 
The first test of (18) consists in inserting a value of x, and 
in examining the shape and position of the curve which represents 
the proportion of liquid in the various alloys of the series when 
cooled at a rate characterised by this particular value of x. The 
two values, x = 3, and x = 6, have been chosen, and the 
calculated values of n and of E are set forth in Table XXI. From 
Fig. 26, where the proportions of liquid are plotted to a base of 
composition, it can be seen that the curves for the two intermediate 
rates of cooling are just such as would be expected from the previous 
results of this paragraph, as regards both shape and general position 
The values of n are plotted in Fig. 25. 
A more searching test of (18) is to employ it in the deter- 
mination of the apparent solidus curves of the various alloys, for 
moderate rates of cooling. This involves the calculation of the 
proportion of liquid present in each of a number of alloys at a 
series of different temperatures. Now the constants in (18) are 
those for the transition temperature, 795° C., and one or both of 
them may be :Afferent for a different temperature. The proportions 
of 0C-crystals present in the very rapidly cooled alloys at a number 
of different temperatures have been given already in Table X, and 
these figures allow of the determination of the value of n for a 
number of alloys at each chosen temperature. The values of n thus 
obtained are given in Table XLI I , and are plotted in Fig. 27, from 
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which it is readily seen that for each temperature n varies with the 
composition of the alloy in an approximately linear manner, and may 
be represented therefor by ä.iî êXprêss dh ót thé fórm of (16). The 
values of the constants, a and b, are easily calculated, and are set 
forth in Table XXIII. In Table :XII the values of n calculated oy 
using the taoulated constants, a and b, are compared with the actual 
values of n. 
TAFLE 'WI. Variation in the index of /LE with variation of 
temperature for a number of very rapidly cooled copper -tin alloys 
which reject 0C-crystals primarily. 
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TABLE 1:.III. Variation in the values of a and b with variation of 
temperature. 
.2ti-tia,L..t,C4A.Ac X E Xs )(SA-Xs Q. ,Ó 
/0.36. G' 9S /'44.6- '2637 0,/3 6'73 
/OOS /0'1" -2',-,e_o '3000 O'z0 4-'00 
'97/ /365- 36-75 '.3,1,/8 0'-2g .2-5-6 
933 /6 Po 4-75- 0'37 /7/,,- 
te90 /?. Ps 'OS- 'ud,fv. 0 4=1 /'ug- 
P c,cq °2.2 '75- 7' s 1-4 9/e O.146- /'-2, s 
795 °2-5-z-s0 9,0 0 '5-44.5-5- 0'62 /'0 0 
There is one further difficulty to be overcome before the 
numerical work can be carried out, namely, the determination of the 
manner in which x varies with the temperature. Now the copper -tin 
solidus line Aa, Fig. 12, so far as is known, is straight, and the 
argument applied in the case of the lead -tin alloys - namely, that 
the extreme values of x vary according to two straight lines, the 
solidus and the vertical boundary X = 0 , and that therefore the 
intermediate values probably vary in a linear manner also - is as 
legitimate here as before. The variation of x with the temperature 
is thus assumed to be linear, and corresponding values at different 
temperatures, intermediate between the freezing point of copper and 
the transition point of the a4- solution, are given in Table 11IV 
for values of 3 and 6 at the transition temperature. 
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TABLE XXIV. Values of x at various temperatures for copper -tin 
alloys cooled at moderate rates. 
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The proportion of liquid in each of the chosen alloys, numbered 
I to VII, can be now determined at each chosen temperature by 
inserting the appropriate values of the various quantities in (17). 
Thus, for alloy III, at the temperature 971 °, cooled at a rate 
characterised by x = 3 at the transition temperature, the values 
of the constants are a = 0.28 , b = 2.56 , and the equation to 
he used is, 
I t 0'28Xe 
Xs\2.5-C, 
+XE__ x) 
At this temperature XE = 13.65 , XS = 3.50 , x = 1.17 ; the 
composition of the alloy is ( = 10.40. The value of the index, 
therefore, is, 
1"4° -/7 ^ /2/2 3 S - 7 2 5-6 t 3 6s- T + O'2 8 /3'66-- 3.6-6 --=---- I 
And the proportion of liquid in the mixture is, 
lo'4-o -l./7 ^ 0,4 3 6 /36s-//7 
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The calculated proportions of 0C-crystals in the various 
alloys at the chosen temperatures are given in Table XXV, and from 
these the average composition of the crystals in each case has been 
determined, just as in previous examples, and set out in Table XXVI. 
The apparent solidus curves for the two different rates of cooling 
are plotted from the data of Table XXV? in Figs. 28 and 29. In 
Fig. 30,the various solidus curves for alloys T and V, for different 
rates of cooling, are compared together ; those for the other alloys 
offer a similar comparison, but their insertion here would make the 
diagram needlessly intricate. 
TABLE XXV. Proportion of primary o¿- crystals at various temperatures 
in copper -tin alloys cooled at moderate rates. 
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TABLE KXVI. Average composition of primary 0C- crystals at various 
temperatures in copper -tin alloys cooled at moderate rates. 
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A more complex example than the above is that of the 
D 
-crystallisation of the copper -tin alloys, for which some data 
were given in paragraph 5. Here the values of X, and the fixed values 
of 
XE 
and ?Cs, must be measured from the point of intersection of the 
solidus and liquidus, which is at about 25.7 per cent. of tin. Thus, 
XE 
= 58 - 25.7 = 32.3 , and 
K 
= 41 - 25.7 = 15.3 . 
The variation in the index n for this case is set forth in Table XXVII7 
and is plotted in Fig. 31. A curve through the points appears 
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roughly hyperbolic, but a solution gives two straight lines as the 
nearest simple approximation ; these lines are represented by the 
equations, 






_i,2 = I +III S 1'8q 
xE XS XE 
. X .6/5- E 
E 
Q9) 
That is, the values of the constants a and b are 1.11 and p.65, or 
- 1.11 and - 1.88, according as X /XE is less or greater than 0.615. 
The proportion of liquid left at the transition temperature in an 
alloy of composition X, cooled at a rate characterised by the 
quantity x, if the method just used above is employed here, is given 
by one or other of the expressions, 





- Iil x 






less or greater than 0.615. Numerical values 
E 
of the proportion of liquid have been calculated, and are given in 
Table XXVII, for the alloys C to XV of paragraph 5, when x = 5.1 , 
and when x = 10.2 . The corresponding curves are drawn in Fig. 32, 
from which they appear to be of fairly satisfactory form and position, 
though not entirely so, the portions of each curve in the neighbour- 
hood of the point at which the change in the form of n occurs being 
defective, and indicating that the approximation taken is not of 
sufficient accuracy. 
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TABLE XXVI!. Variation in the index of L /XE with variation of 
composition in copper -tin alloys which reject Jr- crystals primarily; 
and proportion of liquid left at the transition temperature in varioiz 
alloys cooled at moderate rates. 
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TABLE XXV I I r . Variation in the index of X /XE with variation of 
temperature for a number of copper -tin alloys which reject 7-crystals 
primarily. 
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When the apparent solidus curves are 'required for these 
intermediate rates of cooling, difficulties are encountered. The 
numerical values of n at various temperatures,for the chosen alloys, 
are easily calculated, just as before ; they are set out in Table 
XXVIII. When these are plotted, as in Fig. 33, a complex system of 
curves is revealed, and only the extreme members of the system can 
be even approximately represented oy an equation of simple form. 
It has Peen considered advisable, therefore, to terminate the present 
discussion at{Ihis point. The complexity of the curves of Fig. 33 
may be traced chiefly to the peculiar form of the solidus for the 
1-crystals. 
Recently published diagrams for other series of alloys 
go to show that solidus curves in general may oe expected to depart 
much more from straightness than was formerly considered likely ; 
but, on the other hand, a reverse:: curvature is unusual, and suggests 
a change of phase. It is probable, therefore, that in the larger 
number of cases the methods of this paragraph will be at least fairly 
satisfactory. For complex cases careful experimental determinations 
are desiraole ; a valuable check upon the experimental results can 
be always ootained by making a few calculations for the extreme 
condition of indefinitely rapid cooling. 
In the case of the 7-crystals of the copper -tin alloys, the 
difficulty of determining the variation of x with the temperature is 
greater than for 0C, on account of the curvature of the solidus. 
The. most probable solution would appear to consist in making the 
fraction x /:Xs constant for all temperatures, but its accuracy has 
not been tested ; it is in agreement, of course, with the assumption 
made in the case of the straight solidus. 
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9. Some Experimental Determinations of the Proportion of Eutectic 
present in Binary Alloys cooled at Moderate Rates. 
No special experiments have been yet carried out by the writer 
to determine the form assumed by the curve representing the proportici 
of liquid present in each of a series of alloys when cooled at 
definite rates, and to discover the modifying effects of surfusion, 
mass of transforming material, and quality of transformation. In 
order that the results of such experiments shall have their full 
value, it is necessary that the solidus curve for the series of 
alloys under examination be known with a fair approach to accuracy. 
The number of solidus curves which have been determined with any 
considerable accuracy is very limited. This in itself is evidence 
of the difficulty of mapping such curves. The thermal method, so 
successful for obtaining points on the liquidus, is of little use 
for points on the solidus. Fig. 7 furnishes the explanation in a 
graphical manner ; the rate of solidification is high when crystals 
begin to form, but diminishes rapidly afterwards. The rate of 
evolution of heat, and the consequent change in the slope of the 
cooling curve, therefore, while quite strongly marked at the freezing 
point of an alloy, are almost indistinguishable at the melting point, 
and the difference between the two conditions is somewhat accentuated 
by the slower rate of cooling at the lower temperature. A heating 
curve, as a means of detecting the melting point, is better than a 
cooling curve, but is not satisfactory. The microscopical method, 
though one of trial and error, is capable of giving the best results. 
A sample of the solid alloy, carefully annealed and brought to a 
state of equilibrium, is heated for a short time at some definite 
temperature, and is then examined for signs of incipient melting. 
If these are not found, the alloy is reheated to a temperature a few 
degrees higher than before, re- examined, and so on, until it is quite 
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clear that melting has commenced. In this way the melting point of 
the actual specimen can be fixed within a very few degrees. Whether 
or not the temperature so determined is a point on the true solidus 
curve depends upon the condition of the alloy at the time of the 
experiment. If the alloy is one which should contain no eutectic, 
and if it has been insufficiently annealed, the observed melting 
point will be lower than the true one. Such an alloy, but slightly 
within the saturation limit, may actually contain some eutectic, and 
its melting point will be the eutectic point ; in an alloy somewhat 
less rich than this the external envelope of each primary crystal 
may have a composition only just less than that of saturation, ana 
so on. For a series of alloys, which have all received a similar and 
insufficient annealing treatment, the apparent saturation limit of 
the primary crystals will he reduced, the solidus will be depressed 
and will merge gradually into the eutectic line instead of meeting 
the latter abruptly ; its form will be somewhat like that of the 
dotted curve in Fig. 34. The conditions are probaoly too complex and 
uncertain for any useful calculation, but the possibility of error 
.of thê kind described requires considerable care for its complete 
avoidance. A curve of the form sketched in Fig. 34 should ee 
certainly received with caution, though the solidus at the aluminium 
end of the aluminium -zinc series, determined/with great care, has 
this form, and the most recently determined iron -carbon solidus is of 
a similar shape. 
When the proportion of liquid left at the eutectic temperature 
or transition temperature of an alloy is required, the thermal method 
possesses some advantages of convenience over a microscopical exam- 
ination. The thermal method was first suggested by Tammann, though 
chiefly as an aid to.determine the saturation limit of the solid 
solution. There is .considerable difficulty in cooling successive 
mixtures of a series under strictly comparable conditions, and the 
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experimental results secured at Gottingen under Tammann's direction 
leave much to be desired. In a general way, however, they are in 
agreement with the results of the preceding paragraphs, as a few 
examples will show. 
The first example to be taken is that of the lead -tin alloys, 
for which the theoretical coniitions have been fully worked out 
already. Table LXI?( gives the time of solidification of the eutectic 
present in alloys cooled at a moderately slow rate, as determined by 
Degens. If each time is plotted against the composition of the 
corresponding alloy, a mean curve through the points gives a maximum 
time of about 735 seconds for an alloy consisting of pure eutectic - 
63 per cent. of tin - and a zero time at about 8 per cent. of tin. 
The real saturation limit of the solid solution at the eutectic 
temperature is 16 per cent. of tin, and the curve for a cooling rate 
characterised by x = 8 is to be found in Fig. 20. This is 
reproduced in Fig. 35, and the experimentally determined proportion 
of eutectic for each alloy, given by the solidification time in 
secon._ïs divided by the maximum time of 735 seconds, as listed in 
Table XP.X, is marked upon the diagram. The experimental points lie 
somewhat irregularly, but group themselves fairly well about the curse, 
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TABLE ¡AIX. Time of solidification of eutectic in various lead -tin 
alloys - Degens. 
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Another simple series is that of aluminium and tin, for which 
the equilibrium diagram is drawn in Fig. 36 from the experimental 
results of Shepherd, and of 'Gwyer. The former judged, from obser- 
vations of the density of annealed alloys, that the saturation limit 
of the aluminium -rich solid- solution was at about 20 per cent. of 
tin, but he did not determine the form of the solidus curve ; the 
latter observed the time of solidification of the eutectic present 
in each of a number of the alloys to ce as represented cry the small 
circles in the upper part of Fig. 36. Shepherd's value for the 
saturation limit, though the method of determination is unsatisfactoiy, 
was at first regarded as fairly accurate ; the solidus was assumed 
straight, the liquidus being of such a form that this assumption 
cannot cause much error. A number of alloys were chosen, of which 
the compositions are given in Table X, and the calculation of the 
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proportion of liquid left in each at the eutectic temperature, after 
very rapid cooling, was made in the manner already fully described ; 
the numerical results are given below and are plotted in Fig. 37. 
The values of the index of X /XE were then calculated as explained in 
the case of the copper -tin alloys ; these values are given in 
Table XXX, and are plotted to a very open scale in Fig. 38. It is 
not possible to represent accurately the variation of the index by 
a simple expression, but the constant value n = 1.076 gives the 
nearest simple approximation. This is equivalent to, 
TL = I -f- ' 3 0 >(s X E 
where XE = 99.52 and XS = 20 per cent. of tin. For slower 
rates of cooling the proportion of liquid is then given approximately 
by the general equation, 
+ '30 Xs -x- XE-XS 
For Gwyer's results the value of x is about 5 per cent. of tin ; the 
corresponding calculated proportions of eutectic are given in 
Table ¡! and are plotted in Fig. 37, where the dots represent 
Gwyer's results. There is not nearly such good agreement here as in 
the previous example, due partly to the somewhat rough approximation 
taken for obtaining the calculated results, and partly to irregularity 
in the experimental points. These points lie in such a manner as to 
suggest that Shepherd's estimate of the saturation limit is not 
correct. Accordingly some alloys, containing 5, 10, 15, and 20 per 
cent. of tin respectively, were prepared, and annealed for an 
extended period at the melting point of tin. On account of the long 
time necessary to obtain equilibrium conditions in the aluminium -tin 
solution, these experiments are not complete at the time of writing. 
It is quite clear, nevertheless, that aluminium cannot dissolve as 
much as 20 per cent. of tin. Fig. 39 is a section of the 20 per cent. 
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alloy after 14 days' annealing at 232° C., the same treatment as that 
accorded in Shepherd's experiments ; the white spots show that a very 
considerable proportion of the tin has not been aosoroed. 
TABLE ALL. Calculated proportions of eutectic in aluminium -tin alloys 
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TABLE XXXI. Times of solidification of eutectic in aluminium -tin 
alloys - Gwyer. 
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A third example, of more practical importance than the previous 
two, is furnished by the aluminium -rich alloys of the aluminium -copper 
series. Fig. 40 shows the equilibrium diagram for the series, drawn 
from the experimental results of Carpenter and Edwards, of Curry, and 
of Gwyer. The saturation limit of the aluminium -rich solution, 
designated 71 , is at about 10 per cent. of tain ; as in the previous 
case the form of the solidus has not been determined, and is here 
assumed straight. Table XXXII gives the results of calculations, 
performed in the same manner as before, for a number of alloys ; the 
proportions of liquid are plotted in Fig. 41. The variation in the 
index of X /XE for very rapid cooling is closely represented by a 
straight line, as shown in Fig. 42, and the corresponding general 







Experimental determinations of the time of solidification of the 
eutectic in a number of alloys of this series have been made by 
Gwyer, and are set forth in Table XXXII! ; a mean curve through the 
points gives a maximum time of solidification of about 290 seconds, 
and a value of x = 3 as representing the rate of solidification. 
The experimental points, though few in number, are shown in Fig. 41 
to lie closely about the curve calculated for this value of x. 
A fair idea of the relative magnitude of the experimental 
errors to be expected in these determinations is given by the left - 
hand portion of the time diagram for eutectic, which refers to those 
alloys in which the primary crystals are of CuAl2 (Fig. 40). This 
compound forms no solid solution, or one of extreme tenuity, and the 
proportion of eutectic for alloys between F and G should be repres- 
ented by the same straight line, whatever the rate of cooling. A 
mean line through the experimental points, however, shows distinct 
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curvature, and the individual points have irregular positions. 
TABLE XXXII. Calculated proportions of eutectic in aluminium- copper 
alloys. 
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TABLE XX.(I! . Times of solidification of eutectic in aluminium- copper 
alloys - Gwyer. 
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The proportion of eutectic in an alloy may be determined 
microscopically when the conàitions are favourable. The area of the 
regions occupied by eutectic, as measured upon a micrograph, divided 
by the whole area of the micrograph, gives a more or less close 
approximation to the proportion of eutectic by volume. A better 
value is obtained by averaging the results obtained from a number of 
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sections of the same alloy. The ratio of the density of the eutectic 
to the mean density of the alloy can oe octained approximately by 
simple calculation from the proportions of the two metals contained 
in each, and the proportion of eutectic by weight can be thus found. 
When a compound is present its density must oe determined by direct 
experiment. In using the micrographic method it is necessary for 
good results that the primary crystals and eutectic oe distriouted 
with fair uniformity, that the boundary of each is easily distin- 
guishable, that the magnification of the micrograph is such that the 
unavoidable errors in determining the areas are of relatively small 
magnitude, and that each constituent is present in appreciable 
quantity. It follows that the measurement can be made satisfactorily 
only when the rate of cooling is not very rapid, and when the 
composition of the alloy is somewhat remote from both that of the 
eutectic and of the saturated solid solution. Rapid cooling usually 
means small crystals and ill- defined boundaries ; a very small 
proportion of one constituent means a relatively large error in 
determining its area. Satisfactory measurements ave been made/for 
slowly cooled alloys, and the method is in use as a rapid and fairly 
reliable means of estimating the composition of certain classes of 
industrial alloys, such as steels and brasses. 
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10. Experimental Determination of the Proportions of the Constituents 
when a Transition is involved. 
In the case of an alloy in which an eutectic is formed it has 
been seen that the heat evolved at the freezing point of the eutectic 
is proportional to the amount of eutectic present - that is, to the 
d amount of liquid presentx t the eutectic temperature - and this holds 
good for any rate of cooling, provided that the composition of the 
eutectic remains unaltered, and that the temperature remains sensibly 
constant while the eutectic solidifies. In the case of transformatim 
of the constituents of an alloy,at a fixed transition temperature, 
the heat evolved may be proportional to the amount of transformed 
liquid, but this is not necessarily the same as the total amount of 
+ii_e liquid at the transition temperature; and1depends greatly on the rate 
of cooling. With extremely rapid cooling, that is, when the 
proportion of liquid left at the transition temperature in any 
particular alloy is a maximum, the transformation may be entirely 
suppressed, and there is no heat evolved. At a slower rate of coolirg 
only a part of the liquid reacts with the crystals, and the heat 
evolved is less than would have been the case if the reaction had 
been completed. It may be also that the degree of completeness of 
the reaction, when the rate of cooling of a number of alloys has been 
the same, varies with the composition of the alloy ; the reaction 
would be expected to take place more completely when there was a 
comparatively small proportion of primary crystals than when there 
was much primary solid and little liquid. 
Further, while the maximum proportion of liquid at the 
transition °temperature aB, Fig. 43, is obtained in an alloy having 
the composition of the point B on the liquidus, the maximum evolution 
of heat with very slow cooling is obtained in an alloy of the 
composition b, that of t he secondary solid. This is _ìue to the fact 
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that thereacting substances, a and B, are present in quantities which 
vary in opposite directions with the composition of the alloy/, and 
that the proportional amount of the product is governed by the 
quantity of the liquid B involved in the reaction, that is, the 
quantity which becomes solid at this temperature. This does not mean, 
of course, that all the heat evolved is due simply to the solidifi- 
cation,of B. If the rate of cooling is very slow, and the compositicn 
of the alloy lies to the left of b, the whole of the liquid remaining 
at the transition temperature crystallises at this temperature ; if 
ü (Q tk °- eilyaa,P,o % ieahi 
the composition of the alloy lies between b and B,only a portion of 
b - 
the liquid, bearing the fixe) ratio, b , to the quantity of 
primary o(- crystals, solidifies at the transition temperature, the 
letters a, b, and B being used to represent the compositions 
corresponding to those points on the diagram. 
Now suppose that the rate of cooling is relatively rapid until 
the transition temperature is reached, and that the temperature is 
then kept constant until the transformation is completed ; the 
proportion of the secondary product, /3 , for any particular mixture 
is the same as before, but the proportion of reacting liquid is 
greater, some of the liquid which now solidifies being material which 
would have crystallised at a higher temperature under conditions of 
equilibrium. So long as the composition of the alloy lies to the 
left of b it is clear that again all the liquid solidifies at the 
transition temperature, and the alloy becomes a completely solid 
mixture of d and (3. When the composition lies between o and B 
all the primary crystals disappear as a result of the transition, and 
the proportion of liquid which is necessary for the process, that is, 
the proportion of liquid which solidifies at the transition 
temperature is, 
(fr"1""/ °P1"-(1 0-1-4'caz) 3 - Cm"'" 6'"/" 5.fraz) 
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Thus the proportion of liquid involved in the reaction no longer 
bears a constant ratio to the proportion of primary crystals, but 
depends upon the average composition of these, which varies with the 
composition of the alloy when the rate of cooling is constant. If h 
represents the composition corresponding to the apparent saturation 
point of the tot-solution, and is the composition of the alloy, 
the ratio of liquid to solid when the transition temperature is 
c -h 
just reached is given by the fraction 
, 
. And it follows that 
when X lies between b and B, the proportion of liquid solidifying at 
the transition temperature is, 
(1Tra.,e, fg1,0,,,C,p.- 6144 - 8 -X 
-h B -b 
E5 -->: 
Now the fraction is constant for any particular alloy, while 
B -ñ 
the total proportion of liquid and the numerical fraction 
vary with the rate of cooling, both becoming greater as the rate of 
cooling is made more rapid ; hence the proportion of liquid which 
solidifies in a particular mixture at the transition temperature 
increases as the rate of cooling is made more rapid, provided that 
the transformation is completed. For any particular rate of cooling 
the maximum proportion of crystallising liquid is always obtained for 
the alloy which has the composition b. 
There is no series very suitable for illustrating the foregoing 
remarks. The usual defect, from the illustrative point of view, is 
that the composition of the secondary solid is too near that of the 
liquid to allow of any great departure from the straight line in 
that part of the curve of proportion of crystallising liquid which 
refers to alloys between points like b and B, Fig. 43. The copper -tin 
alloys containing less than 25.5 per cent. of tin make quite a good 
example, however, if the composition of the secondary solid (3 is 
assumed to be, not at b = 22.5 per cent. of tin, as in Fig. 12, 
but much nearer to a = 9 per cent. of tin ; it has been taken 
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for the present purpose at 12 per cent. of tin. This arbitrary 
change, of course, has no effect upon the relative proportions of 
solid and liquia existing just above the transition temperature, and 
the data of Tables X, XI, XXV, and XXVI can be used to calculate the 
relative amounts of transforming liquid. The proportion of liquid 
which crystallises at the transition temperature in alloys containing 
o to 12, per cent. of tin is the total amount of liquid present just 
before transition commences, as given in those tables ; for alloys 
containing 12 to 25.5 per cent. of tin the total liquid given in the 
tables is to be multiplied by the appropriate fraction, obtained by 
substituting in (22). The fractions found in this manner are set 
forth in Table XXXIV for various alloys cooled at four different 
rates. The results are plotted in Fig. 44 the portion of this 
diagram to the left of the vertical dotted line at 12 pe'r cent. of 
tin is identical with the corresponding part of Fil. 26, except as to 
scale ; the part to the right of the dotted line is that newly 
determined. 
When the rate of cooling through the transition temperature is 
not slow enough to allow the reaction to be completed, the proportion 
of the secondary solid is a certain fraction of that obtained under 
the previous conditions ; this fraction probably varies somewhat 
with the composition of the alloy, as well as with the rate of 
cooling, and may be different in different parts of the same mass. 
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TABLE MTV. Proportion of 1i^uid solidifying in copper -tin alloys 
during the transition of o( to (3 when the transformation is completed 
The composition of (3 is assumed to be 12 per cent. of tin, and the 
results are intended only for an illustrative purpose. 
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The actual connection between the quantity of heat evolved and 
the proportion of liquid which solidifies at the transition 
temperature 'is less simple than might ce thought at first ; it is of 
importance if the constitution of the alloy is to be determined by 
thermal means. Let E be the intrinsic energy of o( per unit weight, 
let Gabe that of (3 , and E3. that of the liquid, all measured at the 
transition temperature. The change of energy at the transition 
temperature may not be all manifested thermally, so that the symbols 
must be taken as applying to energy which is so manifested, though 
the argument is equally valid as regards energy manifested in other 
ways. 
Suppose first that cooling is so slow that equilibrium 
conditions prevail throughout'the process. Then the energy of unit 
weight of an alloy just before transition is 
-E)E Ee3 
where E is used for the proportion of liquid just oefore transition. 
If L ce the proportion of liquid remaining just after transition, 
P the proportion of o( , and O the proportion of , the energy per 
unit weight of the transformed alloy is, 
P E, Q E L +- L E3 
Hence the heat evolved or absorbed during transition, per unit weight, 
is, 
Q_E)e, E6--- 3 61 Qç +Lc-3 - _ __(23) 
After transition there may be some o(. or some liquid left in the 
mixture, according as the composition of the alloy lies between a 
and b or cetween o and B, Fig. 43. Let k be the ratio of o( to 
B 
liquid to form (0 , that is, the ratio 
, Fig. 43. 
If o( is in excess, L = 0 , and the heat evolved during 
transition is, 
Q-)e1 + _E63. Pet -t- 
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Now the amount of tC. involved in the reaction is (1 - E) - P , and 
the amount of liquid involved is E. Therefore, 
k = I - E -P E 
P = / -E (i f- k ) 
Q = / -P = E(i -k) 
Therefore the heat evolved is, 
[_E)E, + EE3 - I- ECI+k) E, + ECI+ -k)C -Z 
E E, k - 6,0 + E3 -- -- - - -- - 62e-1-) 
Or, 
And, 
which is proportional to E, the amount of liquid involved in the 
reaction, since all the terms within the bracket are constant. 
If the liquid is in excess, P = 0 , and the heat evolved 
during transition is, - E)E1 t EE3 - QeL L_ 63 
In this case the amount of oC which participates in the reaction is 
1 - E , and the amount of participating liquid is E - L Therefore, -E 
k = E_L 
Or, 
ECI +k -I 
0-0 I k And, 
Therefore the heat evolved is, 
j 14-k (+k) { (i-E), +- E e3 - - k eZ +- k - 
ci 
' E,) cZk +E3 k 
- -c-, k - c-,(1±-0 E 
- f 6,(1+-k) -f- E 3 - - 624 
which is thesame proportion of E - L , the amount of liquid involves 
in#he reaction, as in (24). Thus, in either case, the heat evolved 
during transition is a constant multiple of the amount of partici- 
pating liquid. 
Suppose next that cooling is comparatively rapid above the 
transition temperature, but very slow through the transition 
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temperature, so that the transformation is allowed to complete itself. 
Let E' be the proportion of liquid just before transition commences. 
The average composition of the primary crystals is different from 
their equiliorium composition, and the energy per unit weight is 
i 
correspondingly different ; let it be E. The conditions after 
transition are exactly the same as in the first case. Hence the 
heat evolved or absoroed during transition is, 
E 
1 
C3 -{ PEI -f-- R c-Z + L6-31 - - - - (20 
But since the mean composition of the primary crystals varies both 
with the composition of the alloy and the rate of cooling, the ratio 
of o1 to liquid to form ß is correspondingly variable. For 'a 
particular alloy, X, cooled at a particular rate, let this ratio be 
k' ; this is the ratio 
ß_b 
of page 83. -h, 
If i c is in excess, L = 0 . The amount of primary crystals 
participating in the reaction is (1 - E') - P , and the amount of 
participating liquid is E'. Therefore, 
k' _ - E' -:P 
E' 
Or, 
P = I - E'( ±-k') 
Q = I -P _ E'((4-k') 
Therefore the heat evolved is, 
And, 
+ EiE3 - EI(i+kN) F+ E1 +k e ) z 
= Ec-cI+k -E' - 2(Itk) +F3 k +-CC-E) 
^ 
E(E3-EZ) + k ' CE,-c +-F'-) -. - - -(z7 
For a constant rate of cooling above the transition temperature, 
as the composition of the alloy is changed so that X increases,the 
fraction E' increases, and k' also increases, while 
Grp 
-E, decreases, 
since h approaches a. Therefore the neat evolved according to (27) 
consists of a portion, E E3 -62), which is a constant multiple of the 
proportion of participating liquid, a second portion, k1E1(E,-E -Z) , 
which 
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an increasing multiple of the participating liquid as X 
moves towards b, and a third portion, (- E')(E,r -Ed , which is the heat 
evolved in the conversion of the non -saturated inhomogeneous 
o(,- crystals to saturated homogeneous o(- crystals, and diminishes 
as X moves towards b. 
For an alloy of constant composition X, as the rate of cooling 
is made more rapid the fraction E' increases, but k' decreases, and 
increases, since h recedes from a. The quantity Er(Et -CZ) 
is therefore a diminishing multiple of the proportion of participatirg 
liquid as the rate of cooling is quicker, while the quantity0- E)(E' -E) 
may either increase or diminish according to'the particular metals 
in the mixture. 
If the liquid is in excess, P = O The amount of primary 
crystals participating in the reaction is 1 - E' , and the amount 
of the participating liquid is E' - L . Therefore, 
- E' 
kt Er- L 
Or, 
r k kr 
Q I-L @-E)' = k' And, 
Therefore the heat evolved is, 
L 
I ^I -1-f.r [r(i+I)-f 
E3 (-E)C- + E 
I 
C-3 - -t> - Z + k 
¡ E3. 
Ell - J ç' k ( ' +-- E3 - E2 I+ k - C k 
c- - i k (I +k) +E3 
(ELL)(_ß) + k'CE(-L)C.c-iI-CZ/ 
If the composition of the alloy is changed while the rate of 
cooling above the transition temperature is kept constant, or if the 
rate of cooling of a particular alloy is varied, the effects are 
similar to the corresponding ones described with regard to (27), but 
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there is now no term relating to o(,- crystals alone since these 
disappear entirely during transition. 
Suppose lastly that the rate of cooling is not made very slow 
through the transition temperature ; then the transformation is only 
partially accomplished. In alloys having a composition to the left 
of b there will be usually some liquid remaining after the process of 
transformation has ceased ; in alloys with a composition between b 
and B there will he usually some oL_ crystals remaining, so that in 
the general case the three phases of , (3, and liquid will be present 
together below the transition temperature. The heat evolved during 
transition is, 
k _ E ) elf -t- Ef E3 - pfEli' + Q + LI E3 - - - - (.27) 1 !I
where P', 0' , and L' are the proportions of 04- , ( , and liquid left 
in the mixture after the incomplete transformation, at a temperature 
just below that of aB, Fig. 43. Let k" be the ratio of o( to liquid 
to form 
(S 
, in a particular alloy cooled at a particular rate. 
Then since the richer parts of the DC-crystals are the outer parts 
of the crystals, and are consequently those first attacked by the 
liquid during the reaction, the value of k" lies between that of k, 
and that of k' for the same alloy cooled at the same rate under the 
preceding conditions. Further, on account of their inhomogeneity, 
the energy per unit weight of the o(- crystals existing before 
transition is not the same as the energy per unit weight of the 
oL -crystals which do not react ; the first is accordingly lettered 
E and the second E (29) . I t is supposed that C-3 and Z have 
their equilibrium values ; as regards C3 this is in accordance with 
the original hypothesis, but it is by no means certain that the 
-solution formed during incomplete transition must necessarily 
have the composition B. 
The determination of the quantities P', 0', and L' for alloys 
of various compositions, cooled at different rates, offers difficult 
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which have not yet been overcome, so that the determination, by 
thermal means, of the constitution of an alloy which has suffered an 
incomplete transition is a problem which still remains to be solved. 
It is clear from (27) and (28) that the heat evolved when the rate 
of cooling is other than very slow is not in general proportional to 
the amount of transforming liquid, and the curves obtained experi- 
mentally from measurements of the time during which the temperature 
remains constant at that of transition may be expected to differ 
in form from the curves which represent the proportion of transforming 
liquid, like those of Fig. 44. This conclusion is apparently borne 
oùt by some of the Gottingen results, in which the experimental 
curves are convex where those of Fig. 44 are concave ; other 
experimental curves even show a reversal of curvature, but this may 
be due to experimental errors ; others, like that indicated by the 
small circles at the top of Fig. 45, have a curvature similar to 
that of Fig. 44. 
It must not be forgotten that a transition which is incomplete 
when the temperature commences to fall again may proceed over a 
considerable interval of temperature, possibly at an increasing rate 
and with recalescence, so that a solution of (29) is not by any means 
a complete solution of the whole problem. Much depends upon the 
energy involved in a transformation. For instance, in the case of 
the formation of CuAl2 at the transition temperature F, Fig. 40, 
the change is so energetic that the time results plot very closely to 
a straight line, though the rate of cooling is not excessively slow. 
On the other hand, in the copper -lead series, though two of the three 
phases present at the transition temperature are liquid, the reaction 
is slúggish, and the time results, even with a fairly slow rate of 
cooling, may plot to a curve instead of a straight line, Fig. 46. 
As regards the.micrographic determination of the proportions of 
the constituents in cases where transition occurs, the same consider -. 
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ations apply as in the simpler case when an eutectic is formed. But 
there is now the added objection that a partially accomplished 
transition often gives rise to such a minute subdivision of the 
original crystals that it is quite impossible to form an accurate 
estimate of the relative proportions of the constituents oy visual 
examination. Thus in this case the micrographical method is of more 
limited application than before. The value of the different exper- 
imental means varies largely in different cases, and can be truly 
found only after careful trial. 
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Summary of Part I. 
The constitution of an alloy of simple type, when very rapidly 
cooled, can be written down at once if the liquidus and solidus are 
sensioly straight, and if certain hypothetical conditions are approx- 
imately fulfilled. 
In whatever way the liquidus and solidus are curved, 
co-04 
however complex is the series of alloys, the constitu n/c n be " 
still determined by an extension of the same method, provided the 
hypothetical conditions remain approximately fulfilled. 
The constitution of alloys cooled at rates intermediate between 
very fast and very slow can be determined, with a probably close 
approach to accuracy, by a further extension of the method, unless 
the conditions are unusually complex. 
The constitution of alloys of the series lead -tin, copper -tin, 
copper -zinc, and copper -nickel have been calculated for different 
rates of cooling, and the calculated results for certain lead -tin, 
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